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We are firmly committed to sharing our data and global knowledge with 
all development stakeholders, including citizens, governments, civil society, 
academia, media, donor institutions, and the private sector. our landmark access 
to information Policy has helped the World Bank Group emerge as a global leader 
in transparency and openness. it also has made us more accountable and more 
effective in serving our clients—and that will contribute to reaching our ambitious 
new goals to end extreme poverty by 2030 and boost shared prosperity.

in the last three years, we have enacted multifaceted openness and outreach 
initiatives, and have declassified nearly 70,000 previously restricted documents in 
our archives. The public has responded by making more than 3 million visits to the 

World Bank Group’s documents and reports database, viewing more than 16 million pages, and downloading 
about 3 million files.

The World Bank Group encourages everyone to use our data, to conduct their own analysis, or to collaborate 
with us in studying development issues so we can learn from one another. This creates new opportunities to use 
evidence to find and deliver innovative local solutions that can lift people out of poverty.

in this third annual report of the World Bank’s access to information Policy, we highlight our accomplishments 
from this past year, which included:

• Launching the open Knowledge repository and open access policy that make the World Bank’s 
formal publications, knowledge and outputs freely accessible in digital form;

• initiating creative commons licenses that remove restrictions on the use and reuse of World Bank-
published content;

• increasing the frequency of publishing World Bank data on aid spending;

• improving the comprehensiveness of our aid data by including organization- and country-level 
information, as well as project-level data on contracts, tenders, subnational locations, results and 
appraisals;

• Updating the access to information Policy to clarify our rules on Board of executive Directors records, 
and limiting the length of time these records can be restricted from public access; and,

• announcing our public disclosure of contract award information for most corporate procurement 
contracts valued at and above Us$250,000.

The World Bank also works with our client governments to help them become more open, supporting initiatives 
in areas such as open budgets and open contracting. in addition, we partner with countries in implementing 
international development aid transparency initiatives. Governments can use open aid data to integrate aid 
resources into their national budgets, and to better coordinate donor interventions within their borders.  

We will continue to open up our data and knowledge, and will encourage governments to do the same. This 
will allow development stakeholders—especially the poor—to fully understand this information, participate in 
development processes, and hold governments and development providers accountable.

message from the President
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of course, data and knowledge are not an end in themselves.  Ultimately, the true test of our effectiveness is how 
we use this evidence to change the lives of over a billion people in extreme poverty.  Being more open about what 
we do and what we know is an important step in building that more prosperous and equitable world.

Jim Yong Kim
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executive summary

Making Information Publicly Accessible 

on June 30, 2013, the World Bank completed the third year of implementing its landmark Policy on access to 
information (ai Policy).

in this third year, which covers the fiscal year period of July 1, 2012, through June 30, 2013 (fY 2013), the 
public made in excess of one million visits to the World Bank’s Documents and Reports database, viewed more 
than 6.6 million pages and downloaded more than one million files.  Through its dedicated public access to 
information (ai) website (i.e., http://www.worldbank.org/wbaccess), the World Bank has made available to 
the public, for direct searching and browsing, more than 150,000 documents, which includes over 72,000 
operational documents, 18,000 legal documents, and 46,000 publications and research reports.  This includes 
over 18,000 documents that the World Bank newly declassified in fY 2013.

The World Bank continued to make available to the public through its ai website the documents of its Board 
of executive Directors (Board), including the Board’s work program and scheduled discussions, and documents 
released to the public before Board discussion (i.e., simultaneously disclosed Board documents).  in fY 2013, 
the World Bank simultaneously disclosed 99 Board documents.

Photo:  Sandra Moscoso/World Bank 

On May 27, 2013, more than 175 
participants from government, donor 
community, civil society, private sector 
analysts and researchers participated in 
the conference “Open Data Development 
and Transparency Initiative Forum: 
Discussing the Next Round of Open 
Development” in Kabul, Afghanistan.  
The conference, hosted by the Central 
Statistics Organization in collaboration 
with the Afghanistan Ministry of Public 
Health and Ministry of Finance and with 
support from the World Bank, aimed to 
sensitize government and policy makers 
to the concept of open development and 
its link to economic development.
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Providing Information on Request

in addition to the information that is readily accessible online, the World Bank responds directly to members 
of the public on their individual requests for information.  Looking at only the public access requests made 
through the World Bank’s ai online submission system (which does not include requests automatically fulfilled 
at World Bank country offices and public information centers), the World Bank received 685 new public 
access requests in fY 2013, and continued to handle 103 cases from previous fiscal years.  of the requests that 
were addressed to the World Bank and had adequate information to enable the institution to respond, the  
World Bank fulfilled (in whole or in part) 92 percent.

The World Bank endeavors to provide a comprehensive response to public access requests within 20 working 
days.  The ai Policy recognizes that additional time may be needed for special circumstances, such as complex 
requests or requests that require consultation with internal or external parties.  of the requests completed in  
fY 2013, 74 percent of the cases received comprehensive responses within 20 working days.

Exercising the Prerogative to Disclose Restricted Information 

Under the ai Policy, the World Bank reserves the right to disclose, under exceptional circumstances, certain 
restricted information if it determines that the overall benefits of such disclosure outweigh the potential harm.  
The ai Policy also establishes different authorities to exercise this prerogative, depending on the type of restricted 
information.  for certain restricted information, the access to information committee (ai committee) has the 
authority to exercise the World Bank’s prerogative to disclose.  in fY 2013, the ai committee exercised the 
prerogative to disclose restricted information in one case (which it considered as part of a public interest appeal) 
and declined to exercise the prerogative in five cases.

Appeals 

The ai committee also serves as the body that considers first level appeals filed under the ai Policy.  in fY 
2013, the ai committee considered six appeals, and upheld the decision to deny access in the six cases.   
in one of the six cases, while the ai committee did not find a compelling public interest case for overriding 
the ai Policy exception that restricted the requested information, the ai committee decided to exercise the  
World Bank’s prerogative to disclose a portion of the information at issue based on its determination that the 
benefit of disclosure would outweigh the potential harm.

The ai appeals Board serves as the second and final level of appeal for those appeals alleging a violation of 
policy.  in fY 2013, two appeals were filed before the ai appeals Board, and the ai appeals Board upheld the 
World Bank’s decisions in both cases.
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review of the Public’s access to information 
in fY 2013

The World Bank’s continued commitment to Promote access to 
information

on July 1, 2013, the World Bank completed its third year of implementing its flagship Policy on access to 
information (ai Policy).  in this third year, covering the fiscal year period of July 1, 2012, through June 30, 
2013, (hereinafter fY 2013), the World Bank continued to build on the achievements attained through the 
enabling environment created by the ai Policy.  The World Bank focused on its open Development agenda, 
which aims to increase accountability and improve development results through transparency and openness.

Staff Training

to ensure that its staff members are equipped to carry out the institution’s open Development agenda and 
the commitments under the ai Policy, in fY 2013, the World Bank continued to train its staff on their roles 
and responsibilities under the ai Policy.  over 1,400 World Bank staff members took the mandatory access to 
information (ai) e-learning for World Bank staff.  additionally, in December 2012, the external and corporate 
relations Vice Presidency (ecr) provided a week-long communications network (commnet) forum at 
World Bank Headquarters for all communications staff throughout the institution.  The forum included two 
one-day technical training sessions on ai and open Development.  The information and technology solutions 
Vice Presidency (its) also trained approximately 450 staff members through its Policy Puzzle training session, 
which explains the linkage between the ai Policy, the World Bank Group’s classification and control Policy, 
and records management Policy.  it also trained approximately 150 staff members on the handling of public 
access requests through the session Case Study: What Happens When a Project is Subject to an AI Request.  its also 
hosted a two-day exposition and learning event on filing and managing information and their relevance to ai; 
approximately 400 staff members visited the ai portion of the exposition. 

In FY 2013, the 
public downloaded 
more than one million 
documents from 
the World Bank’s 
Documents and 
Reports database.

Photo: Dominic Chavez/World Bank
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Client and Civil Society Outreach

The World Bank also continued to reach out to its clients and civil society counterparts, and to inform them 
of the ai Policy.  During the 2013 World Bank/imf spring meetings, the World Bank held a panel event,  
The World Bank’s Access to Information Policy & Open Initiatives—Leading the Way Forward, and provided 
technical training to civil society organizations on the open Development agenda.  as a part of the World 
Bank’s efforts to decentralize the open Development agenda, in fY 2013, several multi-Vice Presidential 
Unit (VPU) outreach missions were carried out in six country offices in the south asia (sar) and the east 
asia and Pacific (eaP) regions.  The missions—led by ecr and carried out with the VPUs of Legal (LeG), 
operations Policy and country services (oPcs), controller’s, Development economics, and the World Bank 
institute—focused on building the capacity of country offices (cos) to engage clients and stakeholders on the 
open Development agenda and World Bank’s openness initiatives.  The communications staff in cos also 
continued to aid the public’s access to information by responding to requests for information from the public 
at large, including targeted stakeholders such as nongovernmental organizations, academics, researchers, and 
development partners.

The World Bank recognizes that making data open to the public can only yield results and improve the impact 
of development interventions if the data is useful for both governments and their citizens, and if the parties have 
adequate capacity to use the information in a participatory manner.  to that end, the World Bank has begun 
scaling up its support to strengthen the demand side.  This has included training journalists and civil society 
representatives to find, extract and analyze public development data, in countries such as india, afghanistan and 
myanmar.  The World Bank has also organized data literacy boot camps in nepal, malawi and Bolivia, where 
participants are able to develop their own projects, small apps and data stories.

teaching civil society and citizens how to use open aid and government data is one way to enable citizens to 
participate in development.  for this purpose, the World Bank has scaled up citizen engagement and beneficiary 
feedback in its client engagement and operations, to improve client governments’ targeting of aid interventions 
and service quality.  These demand-side activities also serve to complement the World Bank’s support to 
governments in collecting, curating and publishing more granular, location specific, development information.
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The World Bank’s efforts to make information Publicly accessible

AI Website

Through its dedicated ai website, the World Bank has enabled the public to readily access World Bank 
documents and data, including access to the World Bank’s lending projects from 1947 to the present, and to 
more than 150,000 documents that are catalogued in the World Bank’s Documents and Reports (D&R) database.  
at the end of fY 2013, the D&R database included over 72,000 project documents, 18,000 legal documents, 
and 46,000 publications and research reports.

World Bank InfoFinder

The World Bank has actively promoted the use of mobile devices to support the public’s access to its information.  
The World Bank InfoFinder application (app) for iPads and iPhones enables mobile users in 131 countries to 
access the ai Policy, search World Bank projects and operations, documents and reports, and other World Bank 
information.  in fY 2013, for the period of July through December 2012, the InfoFinder app and its update  
were downloaded over 8,800 times.  in January 2013, the World Bank launched a completely new universal 
version of the InfoFinder app that features an icon-based design, and that filters by language and other 
enhancements.  for the period of January through June 2013, the new universal InfoFinder app was downloaded 
more than 11,300 times.  on average, in fY 2013, users downloaded the InfoFinder app 1,600 times per month.

Open tools and knowledge resources 
training held in Yangoon, Myanmar, 
attended by 120 participants from 
academic and research institutions 
and United Nations agencies.

Photo:  Hannah George/World Bank Group
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Newly Released Documents

in fY 2013, the World Bank increased the number of documents available to the public by 14 percent.  in this 
period, the World Bank disclosed a significantly larger number of legal documents compared with previous 
years, as steps were taken to declassify and publicly release historical legal documents covering the periods of 
1960 through 1970 and 2001 through 2012, in addition to new legal documents finalized in fY 2013.  table 
1 provides a breakdown of the numbers and types of documents publicly released in fY 2013, and the total 
documents accessible in the D&R database as of June 30, 2013.

Table 1. Select Categories of Publicly Released World Bank Documents in FY 2013

Document Type Publicly Released in 
FY 2013

Total Documents Accessible by the Public in D&R 
 as of June 30, 2013

Country Focus Reports 184 1,887

Board Documents 497 3,241

Economic and Sector Work Reports 1,147 10,698

Project Documents 8,722 72,194

Legal Documents 3,519 18,793

Publications & Research Reports 4,353 46,071

TOTAL 18,422 152,884

Early Release of Board Documents 

The ai Policy recognizes that papers distributed to the World Bank’s Board of executive Directors (Board) for 
discussion or consideration are normally posted at the end of the Board’s deliberative process, once they have 
been finalized.  operational policy papers, sector strategy papers, country assistance strategy papers (cass), 
Project appraisal Documents (PaDs) and Program Documents (PDs) may, however, be disclosed before Board 
discussion (see ai Policy, paragraph 23(b)).  The early release of Board documents is commonly referred to as 
simultaneous disclosure.  cass, PaDs, and PDs may be simultaneously disclosed before Board discussion if 
the client gives its written consent to such early disclosure.  World Bank staff members notify clients of this 
possibility and encourage simultaneous disclosures.  simultaneously disclosed Board documents are posted 
in the D&R database, as well as on a dedicated Simultaneous Disclosure webpage.  Through this webpage, the  
public can also subscribe to email alerts, which are sent whenever Board documents are simultaneously disclosed.   
in fY 2013, the World Bank simultaneously disclosed 99 Board documents before Board discussion.  appendix a 
of this report provides a complete list of the Board documents that were released to the public before Board 
discussion in fY 2013.

Publicly Released Board Records 

The World Bank’s ai website also notifies the public of newly released and recently declassified documents, as 
well as the Board’s work program and scheduled discussions.  in fY 2013, 256 Board records were proactively 
disclosed by the World Bank.  table 2 provides a breakdown of the Board records that were publicly released in 
fY 2013.
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Table 2. Publicly Released Board Records in FY 2013 

Type of  
Board Record

July -  
September

2012

October -
December

2012

January -
March
2013

April -
June
2013

FY 2013 
Total

Board Minutes 37 16 38 18 109

Summings Up 8 15 9 11 43

Summaries of 
Discussion 11 18 14 11 54

Green Sheet 
Summaries 2 8 1 -- 11

Committee Minutes 13 13 3 8 37

Committee Annual 
Reports -- 1 -- 1 2

TOTAL 71 71 65 49 256

Changes to the AI Policy in FY 2013 – Treatment of Certain Board Records

following its report to the Board titled, World Bank Policy on Access to Information—Experience in the First 18 
months of Implementation, issued in December 2012, management proposed certain changes to the ai Policy in 
early 2013.  on april 3, 2013, the Board approved the changes to take effect on July 1, 2013.

The ai Policy changes, which are aligned with the World Bank’s commitment to greater transparency, 
accountability and access to information, pertain to the treatment of verbatim transcripts and statements of 
executive Directors and staff prepared in the context of Board and Board committee meetings.  The changes 
clarify that, in line with the ai Policy’s treatment of Board minutes arising from executive sessions and restricted 
executive sessions, the verbatim transcripts and statements of individual executive Directors and staff from such 
meetings are eligible for declassification and public release 20 years after the date of the record.  if such records 
arise from regular sessions, the records are eligible for declassification 10 years after the date of the record.  in 
addition to this clarification, the Board also approved limits on the period of time that such records may be 
restricted from the public.  if such records arise from Board and Board committee meetings held as regular 
sessions, and were prepared on or after July 1, 2013, the World Bank may only exercise the prerogative to restrict 
access to the records for a period up to a maximum of 20 years after the date of the record.  if such records arise 
from Board and Board committee meetings held as executive sessions and restricted executive sessions and 
were prepared on or after July 1, 2013, the records may not be subject to the World Bank’s prerogative to restrict 
access, as such records may not be restricted beyond the maximum of 20 years after the date of the record.

The Results – The Public’s Direct Access to Information Held by the World Bank 

in fY 2013, the World Bank’s D&R database received more than 1,056,500 public visits, and users viewed more 
than 6.6 million pages and downloaded more than 1,034,000 documents.  While the numbers of public visits 
and documents downloaded decreased in fY 2013 compared with fY 2012, they continue to be substantially 
larger than those from fY 2011, the first year of the ai Policy’s implementation.  moreover, the number of 
pages viewed in fY 2013 increased significantly, reflecting an approximate 32 percent increase compared with 
fY 2012 (5 million pages viewed), and a 46 percent increase compared with those in fY 2011 (4.5 million  
pages viewed).
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Openness and Transparency

as a part of the World Bank’s renewed strategic focus to eradicate extreme poverty and boost shared prosperity, 
the World Bank has adopted an open development approach that promotes openness and transparency as 
the necessary basis for facilitating increased accountability and improved development results.  as an open 
institution, the World Bank makes its data and knowledge available to its shareholders, partners, and the public.  
This has helped improve the communication and collaboration efforts between the World Bank and these 
parties, as well as our ability to generate development solutions together.  The World Bank’s focus on openness 
and transparency has also enabled it to help governments become more transparent, and has been designed to 
facilitate the institution’s own accountability to its shareholders and partners and, ultimately, to the citizens of 
its member countries. 

Building on the success of its landmark ai Policy, the World Bank continues to make strides in creating a 
more transparent development institution, emerging as a global leader in this area.  in 2012, the independent 
United Kingdom-based organization, Publish What You fund, prepared an Aid Transparency Index, which rated 
the World Bank as one of the two best performing donors out of 72 donors in terms of aid transparency  
(see http://www.publishwhatyoufund.org/index/2012-index/).  Having established its leadership in the openness 
arena, the World Bank is increasingly focused on strengthening demand side capacity for the use of open data 
by all development stakeholders, including citizens, as an important enabling factor for facilitating increased 
accountability and more effective development outcomes.

specifically, the World Bank is focused on openness and transparency in three ways: (a) being open about what 
it knows; (b) being open about what it does; and (c) collaborating with others to promote open development 
solutions.  The following are some important milestones that the World Bank achieved in fY 2013 in promoting 
the open Development agenda:

Being Open About What We Know 

Open Access Policy.  in april 2012, the World Bank adopted on a pilot basis the creative 
commons (cc) licenses and launched the open Knowledge repository (oKr), and in July 2012, the  
World Bank implemented its open access policy.  The open access policy makes the institution’s 
formal publications freely accessible in digital form, and through the cc licenses, the public is free to 
share, use and reuse World Bank published content, so long as attribution is given.   The World Bank is 
the first inter-governmental organization to adopt cc licenses for use on its research publications made 
publicly available on the oKr.  This has enabled others to reuse the content of the World Bank’s formal 
publications to create their own innovative development solutions.  The oKr hosts some 12,000 research 
and knowledge products across multiple collections and is now registering over 130,000 document 
downloads per month.  since its launch the oKr has adopted new features including author profiles, 
enhanced usage statistics and mapping, and citations via Google scholar.  on its first anniversary, the 
oKr reached its millionth document download.  The oKr has been recognized by the american 
Library association as a Best free reference Web site.

Open Data.  Launched in 2010, the open Data initiative continues to expand its reach and is increasingly 
focused on usability.  Through this initiative, the public has access to more than 9,000 development 
indicators.  among other things, data portals on health, nutrition and population, gender, poverty and 
equity, jobs, financial inclusion, and climate change are available.  microdata are also available on more 
than 650,000 variables from more than 1,200 survey datasets.
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Being Open About What We Do 

Projects and Operations.  The Projects and operations portal, which is available in six languages, 
provides the public with easy access to detailed information on over 11,000 lending projects in over 100 
countries from 1947 onward.  Geo-coded project locations are also included in the portal, making it 
easier to map World Bank projects.  The public can use the database to find over 145,000 documents 
including country strategies, project databases, project maps, detailed information about World Bank 
products and services, results of World Bank work, and information on how these results are measured.

The World Bank also makes data on its projects and operations available in the open source international 
aid transparency initiative (iati) format.  in fY 2013, the World Bank made substantial efforts 

Photo: Albes Fusha/World Bank

The World Bank’s 
Open Data Initiative 
gives the public 
access to more than 
9,000 development 
indicators and 
microdata on more 
than 650,000 
variables from more 
than 1,200 survey 
databases.

Open Knowledge.  since fY 2012, the World Bank has continued to support six knowledge platforms—
open Development technology alliance, Urbanization, Green Growth, Jobs, secure nutrition, and 
the Hive (fragility, conflict, and Violence)—as experiments in collaborative knowledge generation.  
The knowledge platform concept aims to connect teams of researchers, experts and practitioners from 
around the world, who in turn connect with others to identify what is known and not known about 
an issue, and, ultimately, to collaborate on research, solve problems, and expand the knowledge base 
and the network of people involved.  The World Bank is also working with countries to create national 
delivery knowledge hubs for development, which are expected to contribute to the development of a 
science of delivery.  china, south africa, and Brazil have volunteered to work with the World Bank to 
establish the first wave of knowledge hubs.  Lastly, the World Bank has supported, since its inception, 
the south-south Knowledge exchange facility, which provides funding for developing countries to 
exchange knowledge and expertise for the purpose of learning about development choices and forming 
development solutions.  The World Bank has used this facility to fund (at a cost of about $8.8 million) 
over 136 south-south exchanges between practitioners in over 80 countries.
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to upgrade its iati data by publishing more frequently, on a quarterly basis, and by improving the 
comprehensiveness of the data through the inclusion of links to organization and country level documents 
as well as project level information on contracts, tenders, subnational locations, results and appraisals.

Open Finances.  The World Bank’s Open Finances website continues to empower the public by enabling 
the public’s access to and use of financial data about iBrD, iDa and ifc activities. Through the Open 
Finances website, the public can access a summary of current loans, credits and grants for each current 
and former borrower and donor of the World Bank.  The summaries are updated on a monthly basis, 
with historical data going back to the World Bank’s first loan in 1947.  The site also allows the public 
to access information on funds that the World Bank manages.  Open Finances allows users to slice and 
dice datasets, visualize data, share data with other site users and through social networks, and access data 
through the use of nine languages with a mobile app for android and iPhone/iPad.

Contract Information.  in may 2013, the World Bank announced its decision to begin publicly 
disclosing on a quarterly basis certain corporate procurement contract award information for contracts 
valued at and above Us$250,000.  The World Bank also makes available on its corporate procurement 
website a summary of its policies and procedures, copies of standard contract terms and conditions, 
a guide to doing business with the World Bank, the vendor eligibility policy, and a listing of current 
business opportunities.

additionally, the World Bank publishes procurement notices and contract awards for World Bank-
funded operations on the freely available World Bank Group Finances mobile app (available for ios, 
android, and web).  The World Bank also began the process of preparing an Open Contracting pilot, 
the objective of which is to enable civil society to use open data to hold governments accountable for 
the use of public funds, a catalyst for transferring accountability systems into the hands of citizens.  The 
Open Contracting pilot, scheduled for implementation in two to three countries, will explore increasing 
public access to information by helping clients develop open contracting systems (i.e., moving data and 
documentation to the public sphere).

Collaborating to Promote Open Development Solutions 

Supporting Governments in increasing transparency.  The World Bank continues to work with 
governments to help them become more transparent, for example in implementing their commitments 
to the open Government Partnership, a multilateral initiative that aims to secure concrete commitments 
from governments to promote transparency, empower citizens, fight corruption, and harness new 
technologies to strengthen governance.  The World Bank also participates in the open aid Partnership, 
which brings together development partners, governments, civil society organizations, foundations, and 
the private sector to improve aid transparency and effectiveness.  in addition, the World Bank supports 
governments in the implementation of a number of international transparency initiatives, such as, inter 
alia, the extractive industries transparency initiative, the construction transparency initiatives, and 
the Global initiative for fiscal transparency.

Supporting Open Government Data.  several partners including Kenya, moldova, tanzania, 
rwanda, Peru, antigua and Barbuda and Ulyanovsk state (russia) continue to work on their own national 
open data initiatives with World Bank support.  The World Bank has developed an Open Data Toolkit 
of guidelines and resources to support the World Bank and its client governments in designing open 
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data programs.  The toolkit contains a Readiness Assessment Tool that can guide a team through analyzing 
a country’s technical, institutional and legal landscape and produce actionable recommendations for 
developing an open government data program.

table 3 sets forth key World Bank websites that provide an overview of the World Bank’s openness initiatives.

Table 3. The World Bank’s Openness Initiatives – Websites

Access to Information World Bank http://worldbank.org/wbaccess

IFC http://ifc.org/disclosure

MIGA http://miga.org/access

Open Operations Open Projects & Operations https://worldbank.org/projects

Corporate Scorecard http://corporatescorecard.worldbank.org

Mapping for Results, Georesults & On-track http://maps.worldbank.org

Open Contracting http://open-contracting.org

Open Data Open Development Data http:/data.worldbank.org
Helpdesk: data@worldbank.org

Open Government Data http:/data.worldbank.org/open-government-data-toolkit

Open Finances http:/finances.worldbank.org

Partnerships Aid Flows http://aidflows.org

Open Government Partnership http://opengovernmentpartnership.org

Open Aid Partnership http://openaidmap.org

Open Development Technology Alliance http://odta.org

International Aid Transparency Initiative http://aidtransparency.net

Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative
Multi-Donor Trust Fund http://eiti.org/about/mdtf

Global Partnership for Social Accountability http://worldbank.org/gpsa

Tools ADePT & CAPI http://worldbank.org/adept

Hackathons & Apps Competitions http://innovation.worldbank.org

Boost http://worldbank.org/publicfinances

Knowledge Open Knowledge Repository,  
Open Access Policy & Apps for Development http://openknowledge.worldbank.org

South-South Knowledge Exchange http://wbi.worldbank.org/sske

Climate Change Knowledge portal http://sdwebx.worldbank.org

Urbanization Knowledge Platform http://urbanknowledge.org

Green Growth Knowledge Platform http://greengrowthknowledge.org

Jobs Knowledge Platform http://jobsknowledge.org

The Hive: Knowledge Platform on Fragility, 
Conflict and Violence http://thehivefcv.org

Secure Nutrition Knowledge Platform http://securenutritionplatform.org

Global Forum on Law,  
Justice and Development http://globalforumljd.org

E-Institute http://einstitute.worldbank.org
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The World Bank’s response to Public requests for information 

Public Requests for Information

in addition to the World Bank’s proactive disclosures and extensive efforts to make information readily accessible 
to the public online, the institution releases information to the public on request.  The majority of the ai 
requests is handled by the institution’s archives Unit, infoshop (ecr) and communications staff in cos.  
counting only those requests electronically received through the World Bank’s ai online submission system, 
in fY 2013, the World Bank received 685 public access requests.  The number of requests captured through 
the ai online submission system decreased by 10.7 percent compared with fY 2012.  in addition to the public 
access requests submitted through the ai online submission system, communications staff in cos handled and 
responded to numerous requests for information.  table 4 shows the breakdown of the public access requests 
received by the World Bank in fY 2013 through the ai online submission system and the institutional units 
that managed them.

Table 4.  Public Requests for Information Received by the World Bank in FY 2013

Responsible
Units

July– 
September 

2012

October–
December

2012

January– 
March 
2013

April– 
June 
2013

Totals

Archives 119 113 122 81 435

InfoShop / CO 
communications staff 58 63 76 53 250*

TOTAL 177 176 198 134 685

* Of the 250 cases, 231 were handled by InfoShop and 19 by CO communications staff; this number does not include the number of requests for information  
directly handled by CO communications staff that are not channeled through the AI online submission system.

Requests Handled and Completed in FY 2013

in addition to the 685 new public access requests received in fY 2013, the World Bank continued to handle 
16 cases carried over from fY 2011 and 87 cases carried over from fY 2012.  of the total 788 cases handled 
in fY 2013, the World Bank completed 703 cases (i.e., 89 percent, compared with 88 percent in fY 2012 and 
84 percent in fY 2011).   at the end of fY 2013, 85 cases (11 percent) remained under consideration.  table 
5 shows the public access requests completed by the World Bank in fY 2013 per quarterly period according to 
the institutional units that managed them.

Table 5.  Public Requests for Information Completed by the World Bank in FY 2013

Responsible
Units

July– 
September 

2012

October–
December

2012

January– 
March 
2013

April– 
June 
2013

Totals

Archives 98 104 133 107 442

InfoShop / CO 
communications staff 69 68 71 53 261

TOTAL 167 172 204 160 703*

* Of the 703 cases completed in FY 2013, the World Bank had received 15 of the cases in FY 2011, 70 of the cases in FY 2012, and 618 of the cases in FY 2013.
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of the 703 requests completed in fY 2013, 493 were properly addressed to the World Bank and provided 
adequate information to enable the World Bank to respond.  of the remaining completed requests: (a) 69 
requests required more information from the requesters to fulfill, but when asked for more information, 
the requesters were unresponsive; (b) 19 requests for information are governed by other disclosure policies 
or regimes (i.e., independent evaluation Group (eight requests), inspection Panel (one request), institutional 
integrity (three requests), international finance corporation (five requests), sanctions Board (two requests)); 
(c) 80 requests for data were handled through the open Data initiative—Data finder; and (d) 42 requests were 
for documents not found in the World Bank’s custody.  table 6 shows how the requests completed in fY 2013 
were resolved.

Table 6.  Resolution of Completed Requests in FY 2013
Of the Completed Requests

Requests
Completed

by

Requests 
Fulfilled 

or 
Denied

Additional 
Information 

Needed 
– Requester 

Unresponsive

Covered by 
Other Disclosure 

Policy/Regime
or Information 
Held by Other 
Organizations

Referred to World 
Bank Data Finder

Records Not 
Found in   

World Bank 
Custody

Archives 442 318 27 12 57 28

InfoShop / CO 
communications 
staff

261 175 42 7 23 14

TOTAL 703 493 69 19 80 42

Requests Fulfilled or Denied in FY 2013

of the 493 requests that were properly addressed to the World Bank in fY 2013 and had adequate information 
to enable the institution to respond, 92 percent (455 requests) were fulfilled in whole or in part; this fulfillment 
rate is consistent with that of fY 2012.  The remaining eight percent (38 requests) were denied in whole.  of the 
24 requests fulfilled in part: (a) in seven cases the information is, in part, restricted by an ai Policy exception; (b) 
in seven other cases, the records were not found in the World Bank’s custody; and (c) in 10 cases, the requester 
did not respond to the World Bank’s request for additional information to enable it to fully consider the request.  

of the seven requests fulfilled in part, the partial denials were due to the following ai Policy exceptions: (a) in 
two cases the information is restricted by the Personal Information exception, of which one case also contains 
information restricted by the Attorney-Client Privilege exception, and the other case also contains information 
restricted by the Information Provided by Member Countries or Third Parties in Confidence exception; (b) in one 
case the information is restricted by both the Security and Safety and the Financial Information exceptions; 
(c) in one case the information is restricted by the Information Provided by Member Countries or Third Parties 
in Confidence exception; and (d) in three cases the information is restricted by the Deliberative Information 
exception, of which one also contains information restricted by the Corporate Administrative Matters exception, 
and one by the Financial Information exception.  table 7 shows the number of requests fulfilled (in whole  
and in part) and the number of requests denied (in whole) in fY 2013. table 8 provides a breakdown of the 
reasons for all denials issued in fY 2013.
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Table 7.  Requests Fulfilled / Denied in FY 2013

Total Requests  
Fulfilled or Denied

Of the Requests that were Fulfilled / Denied

Requests Fulfilled
(in whole)

Requests Fulfilled
(in part)

Requests Denied
(in whole)

Archives 318 (64.5%) 277 16 25

InfoShop / CO 
communications staff 175 (35.5%) 154 8 13

TOTAL 493 (100%) 431  (87%)* 24  (5%)* 38  (8%)

* World Bank fulfilled—in whole and in part—a total of 455 cases (92.3 percent of the total number of requests fulfilled or denied).

Table 8.  Reasons for Denials (in whole and in part) Issued in FY 2013

Responsible Unit Archives Unit
InfoShop / CO 

communications 
staff

Total

Number of Denied Requests 29 16 45

Denial Based on  
 AI Policy Exception

Personal Information 1 1 2*

Attorney-Client Privilege 2 -- 2

Security and Safety -- 1 1**

Information Provided by Member Countries or 
Third Parties in Confidence 11 2 13***

Corporate Administrative Matters 4 2 6

Deliberative Information 10 10 20****

Denial for  
Other Reasons Prerogative to Restrict 1 -- 1

* In two of the cases the requested information is also restricted by other AI Policy exceptions as follows: in one case by the Attorney-Client Privilege  
exception, and in the other case by the Information Provided by Member Countries or Third Parties in Confidence exception.

** The requested information in this case is also restricted by the Financial Information exception.
*** In three of the cases the requested information is also restricted by the Financial Information exception.
**** In nine of the cases the requested information is also restricted by the AI Policy as follows: one case by the Personal Information exception; one case by the 

Security and Safety and Information Provided by Member Countries or Third Parties in Confidence exceptions; one case by the Corporate Administrative Matters 
exception, and in one case by the Financial Information exception; and five cases by the World Bank’s exercise of prerogative to restrict access.

Timeliness of World Bank Response

The ai Policy states that the World Bank endeavors to provide a comprehensive response to requests within 
20 working days, recognizing that additional time may be needed for special circumstances, such as complex 
requests or requests that require consultation with internal or external parties.  of the 703 requests completed 
in fY 2013, the World Bank provided comprehensive responses to 74 percent of the requests within 20 working 
days and, on average, took seven working days to complete.  table 9 provides a snapshot of the timeliness of the 
requests completed in fY 2013.

Table 9.  Time Required to Issue Final Response – Requests Completed in FY 2013
Final Response Time Completed Requests Percentage

Within 20 Working Days 523 74%

More than 20 Working Days 180 26%

TOTAL 703 100%
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for cases that required more than 20 working days to complete in fY 2013, the cases took an average of 114 
working days to complete.   of the 180 cases that took more than 20 working days to complete, 15 carried over 
from fY 2011 and 53 carried over from fY 2012, and the rest, 112 cases, were received in fY 2013.   some 
cases involved documents that, due to their age, nature and/or volume, must be accessed in-person at World 
Bank offices; the World Bank treats such cases as pending and open until the requesters have physically accessed 
the records.  of the 15 cases that carried over from fY 2011, six were delayed in closing due to the requesters’ 
pending visits to the World Bank Headquarters to access the documents; the 15 cases averaged 396 days to 
complete.  of the 53 cases that carried over from fY 2012, 17 were held open pending the requesters’ in-person 
access of the records; the 53 cases averaged 150 days to complete.  of the 112 cases received in fY 2013 that 
took more than 20 working days to complete, 10 were held open pending the requesters’ in-person access of 
the records; the 112 cases averaged 59 days to complete.  a summary of the reasons for the additional response 
times are provided in the next section of this report.

at the end of fY 2013, 85 cases remained under consideration.  one case carried over from fY 2011, and 17 
carried over from fY 2012.  The World Bank received the remaining 67 cases in fY 2013; of which, 51 exceeded 
the 20 working day response time, and the remaining 16 were received on or after June 4, 2013, and, thus, had 
not exceeded the 20 working day standard at the end of fY 2013.

Reasons for Additional Response Time

of the 180 cases that required additional time to complete in fY 2013, the archives Unit handled 145 of the 
cases, and the infoshop/co communications staff handled 35 of the cases.  The cases involved one or more of 
the following circumstances:
 

• required translation;

• Were complex and/or voluminous (i.e., documents and/or oral histories requiring extensive review by 
the archives Unit); 

• required consultations with relevant business units and/or external parties, including member countries 
and/or the requesters;

• required referral to the ai committee and/or the Board for consideration;

• required the World Bank to seek additional information from the requesters in order to fulfill the 
requests, but the requesters were unresponsive;

• required reopening the case because the requester modified the original request by seeking additional 
documents;

• required the requesters to visit the World Bank’s archives in person to review the requested documents 
(such cases are held open until the requesters physically access the documents that have been identified 
as responsive to the requests); and/or

• required contact with business units to locate or identify documents or to file in accordance with the 
ai Policy. 
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The World Bank’s exercise of its Prerogative to Disclose restricted 
information

Under the ai Policy, the World Bank reserves the right, in exceptional circumstances, to disclose information 
restricted by the Corporate Administrative Matters, Deliberative Information, and Financial Information 
(other than banking and billing) exceptions if the World Bank determines that the benefit of disclosure 
would outweigh the potential harm to the interests protected by the exceptions (ai Policy, paragraph 18).   
The ai committee (see appendix G) has authority to exercise the World Bank’s prerogative to disclose documents 
restricted by these exceptions, if the documents are not Board papers or Board records classified as Confidential 
or Strictly Confidential or are not information provided to the World Bank by a member country or third party 
in confidence.  for Board papers or records classified as Confidential or Strictly Confidential, the Board holds the 
authority to exercise the World Bank’s prerogative to disclose.  if the information was provided to the World 
Bank by a member country or third party in confidence, such party would need to consent to the disclosure.

in fY 2013, the ai committee considered exercising the prerogative to disclose restricted information in six 
cases.  The ai committee declined to exercise the prerogative to disclose in five cases, following its consideration 
of whether the benefit of disclosure would outweigh the potential harm.  The five cases involved information 
restricted by the Corporate Administrative Matters and/or the Deliberative Information exceptions.  The ai 
committee exercised the prerogative to disclose in one case, which the ai committee considered as part of 
an appeal filed based on public interest grounds.  appendix B of this report sets forth the cases that the  
ai committee considered in fY 2013 to exercise the World Bank’s prerogative to disclose restricted information.

Photo: HUMA/World Bank

Teaching civil 
society and citizens 
to use open aid and 
government data is 
one way to enable 
citizens to participate 
in development.
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appeals filed in fY 2013

one of the guiding principles of the ai Policy is to recognize a requester’s right to an appeals process if the 
requester is denied access to information by the World Bank.  a requester may file an appeal  asserting:  (a) 
that the World Bank violated the ai Policy by improperly or unreasonably restricting access to information 
that it would normally disclose under the ai Policy (hereinafter violation of policy appeal); or (b) that there is 
a public interest to override the ai Policy’s exceptions that restrict the disclosure of the requested information, 
limited to information restricted by the Corporate Administrative Matters, Deliberative Information and Financial 
Information (other than banking and billing) exceptions (hereinafter public interest appeal).  Violation of policy 
appeals are considered in the first instance by the ai committee; if the ai committee upholds the decision to 
deny access, the requester is given the opportunity to file an appeal to the ai appeals Board for consideration.  
in violation of policy appeals, the ai appeals Board’s decisions are final.  Public interest appeals are considered by 
the ai committee, whose decisions are final for such appeals.

if the World Bank denies a requester’s request for information, the institution directly informs the requester of 
the decision and of his/her right to file an appeal.  to make the appeals process easy for the requester, the World 
Bank sends the requester an electronic link to submit the appeal.  similarly, if the ai committee upholds the 
decision to deny access in violation of policy appeals, the requester is directly informed of his/her right to file 
a second level appeal before the ai appeals Board, and is provided an electronic link for easy access to, and 
submission of, the second level appeal, which would be considered by the ai appeals Board.

to facilitate public access to the decisions on appeals, in fY 2013, the World Bank started publishing the 
decisions online in its ai website.

AI Committee

The ai committee serves as the first level of appeal for those appeals alleging a violation of policy, and as the 
first and final level of appeal for those appeals asserting a public interest.  The members of the ai committee are 
listed in appendix G of this report.

in fY 2013, the ai committee decided on six appeals.  The ai committee upheld the World Bank’s initial 
decision to deny access in the six cases.  in one appeal, the ai committee dismissed the case in part because the 
matter was not within the ai committee’s authority to consider.  in another appeal, while the ai committee 
did not find that a compelling public interest case had been made to override the ai Policy exception restricting 
access to the requested information, the ai committee decided to exercise the World Bank’s prerogative to 
disclose a portion of the requested information based on its determination that the benefit of disclosure outweighs 
the potential harm.  The appeals that the ai committee decided on in fY 2013 are listed in appendix c, and 
the related decisions are set out in their entirety in appendix D, of this report.

The ai committee makes its best efforts to reach a decision within 45 working days of receiving the appeal  
(ai Policy, paragraph 37).  in fY 2013, the ai committee took an average of 51.6 working days to conclude its 
considerations on appeals.  This included consultations with relevant business units.
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AI Appeals Board

The ai appeals Board serves as the second and final level of appeal for those appeals alleging a violation of 
policy.  The members of the ai appeals Board are listed in appendix H of this report.

in fY 2013, the ai appeals Board received two appeals.  The ai appeals Board upheld the ai committee’s 
decisions on appeals upholding the World Bank’s initial decision to deny access in both cases.  The appeals that 
the ai appeals Board decided on in fY 2013 are listed in appendix e, and the related decisions are set out in 
their entirety in appendix f, of this report.

Profiles and interests of requesters

requesters are not required to identify themselves, and as a matter of practice, the World Bank does not identify 
requesters when considering their requests.  Personal information regarding individual requesters is only available 
to parties who are involved in handling the requests.  requesters, however, are given the opportunity to indicate 
their affiliation when filing a request.  to better understand the members of the public who request information 
from the World Bank and how the institution might better serve them, the World Bank also conducted a survey 
that invited all members of the public who had electronically submitted a public access request to the World 
Bank in fY 2013 (2013 ai survey).  respondents of the 2013 ai survey provided information about their 
demographics (i.e., professional affiliations, geographical location) and the topics related to their information 
requests.  The data provided below are gathered from the public access request submission forms and the 2013 
ai survey results.

Professional Affiliations of Requesters – Information Provided with Request Submission

table 10 below gives some indication of the requesters’ profiles in fY 2013.  according to the requesters’ self-
classification (based on their selection when submitting their information requests), similar to both fY 2011 
and fY 2012, the top three professional affiliations of requesters are academia/education (52 percent), non-
governmental organization (15 percent) and consultant (9 percent). 

Table 10.  Requesters’ Affiliations in FY 2013
Affiliations Requesters Percentage

Academia / Education 353 52%

Non-Governmental Organization 102 15%

Consultant 63 9%

Business or Private Enterprise 35 5%

Government 21 3%

Media 10 2%

Development Agency 15 2%

Legal 10 2%

Association 6 1%

Other 57 8%

Not specified by requester 13 2%

TOTAL 685 100%
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Professional Affiliations of Requesters – 2013 AI Survey

The chart below provides a snapshot of the professional affiliations of the 128 respondents in the 2013 ai 
survey.  Based on the survey responses, academia/education continued to top the list (52 percent), followed by 
business or private enterprise (11 percent), non-governmental/civil society organization (6 percent), government 
(6 percent) and multilateral development agency (6 percent).

Chart 1.  Requesters’ Professional Affiliations (128 survey respondents) 

 
Geographical Locations of Persons Requesting Information from the World Bank

as part of the 2013 ai survey, persons who had requested information from the World Bank were asked about 
their geographical location; 111 respondents answered the question.  chart 2 below provides a breakdown of 
the respondents’ geographical locations by the following regional categories: europe and central asia (eca); 
United states and canada; south asia (sar); Latin america and caribbean (Lcr); east asia and Pacific 
(eaP); africa (afr); australia and new Zealand; and middle east and north africa (mna). 

Thirty-one percent of the respondents are located in borrower countries (based on the iBrD/iDa and Blend 
countries list; see operational Policy 3.10, annex D).  all survey respondents from the Lcr,1 sar,2 and afr3 
are located in borrower countries.  seventy percent of the survey respondents from eaP4 and sixty-seven percent 
of the respondents from mna5 are located in borrower countries.  all respondents from eca are located in 
non-borrower countries.

1 argentina: 2; Bolivia: 1; Brazil: 1; chile: 2; mexico: 3; and Peru: 1
2 afghanistan: 1; india: 4; and Pakistan: 3
3 cote d’ivoire: 1; Ghana: 1; Kenya: 1; nigeria: 1; senegal: 1; swaziland: 1; and Uganda: 1
4 china: 1; indonesia: 1; Korea: 1; Papua new Guinea: 1; Philippines: 2; and Thailand: 1
5 Lebanon: 1; and tunisia: 1

52% Academic/Education

11% Business or private enterprise

6% Non-governmental organization/civil society organization

6% Government

6% Multilateral development agency

3% Other public international organization

2% Media

15% Other
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Chart 2.  Geographical Location of Requesters (111 survey respondents)

Language of Requests

of the 685 public access requests received in fY 2013, 12 percent used online submission forms in languages 
other than english.  table 11 shows the languages used in cases received by the World Bank in fY 2013.

Table 11.  Language Used in Online Submission Forms Received by the World Bank: FY 2013
Language of Requests Requesters

English 603

Spanish 48

French 15

Arabic 12

Portuguese 2

Russian 2

Chinese 1

Not reported 2

TOTAL 685

 
Requesters’ Interests

as reflected by the information sought by requesters in fY 2013, for those requests that concerned regional 
information, Lcr received the most interest, followed closely by afr and then sar.  table 12 provides a 
breakdown (as relevant) of the requests that involved regional information.

31% Europe and Central Asia

31% United States and Canada

9% East Asia and Pacific

8% Latin America and Caribbean

7% South Asia

6% Africa

4% Australia and New Zealand

3% Middle East and North Africa
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14.0% Finance

 9.5 % Agriculture, fishing and forestry

9.1 % Industry and trade

 8.2 % Energy and mining

 8.2 % Water sanitation and flood protection

 7.8 % Transportation

7.0 % Public administration, law and justice

6.2 % Health and other social sectors

4.9 % Education

 3.7 % Information and communications

21.4% Other

Table 12.  Requests Related to Regional Information: FY 2013
Regions Requested Information

Latin American and Caribbean 135

Africa 125

South Asia 61

East Asia and Pacific 60*

Europe and Central Asia 51**

Middle East and North Africa 50

Worldwide (all regions) 3

Not indicated by the requester when submitting the request 200

TOTAL 685

*      One case also involves information concerning LCR, and another case also involves information concerning ECA, LCR and SAR.
**    One case also involves information concerning LCR.

The 2013 ai survey also sought to ascertain the public’s areas of interest by asking the requesters to indicate the 
topics that relate to the information that they had requested.  The survey question received responses from 87 
requesters, who made 243 selections of topics related to their requests. The chart below provides a breakdown 
of the survey responses on the topics of information that had been requested in fY 2013.  The top five areas of 
interest are: (i) finance; (ii) agriculture, fishing and forestry; (iii) industry and trade; (iv) water sanitation and 
flood protection; and (v) energy and mining.  survey respondents selecting the “other” category were asked 
to write in relevant topics; the write-in topics can be categorized as follows: carbon finance; country specific 
issues; economics and development; governance/anticorruption; internal World Bank governance; financial 
information; environmental issues; statistics; gender; population; and procurement.

Chart 3.  Requesters’ Areas of Interest – Requested Information by Topics (87 survey respondents) 
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Looking forward

recognizing that access to information can only yield results if the governments and citizens have the adequate 
capacity to use the information in a participatory manner, the World Bank is committed to supporting 
stakeholders in strengthening this capacity.  increasing citizen engagement and attaining their feedback will 
help donors and governments improve their aid interventions, and will complement the support that the World 
Bank provides to client governments.  The World Bank will also continue its focus on improving the quality, 
relevance and frequency of information that is made available to the public, as these measures are crucial for 
meeting our common goal of eradicating extreme poverty and boosting shared prosperity.

Photo: Arne Hoel/World Bank
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aPPenDiX a.  Board Documents released Before Board Discussion in fY 2013

No. Report No. Title
1. 75117-MZ Mozambique - Ninth Poverty Reduction Support Credit Program

2. 75473-CV Cape Verde - Transport Sector Reform Project 

3. 75849-LR Liberia - First Poverty Reduction Strategy Credit Project

4. 76483-BD Bangladesh - Safety Net Systems for the Poorest Project

5. 74482-BD Bangladesh - First Phase of the Coastal Embankment Improvement Project 

6. 76053-MR Mauritania - Local Government Development Program Project 

7. 75750-BR Brazil - Pernambuco Equity and Inclusive Growth Development Policy Loan

8. 74112-CN China - Guangdong Social Security Integration and Rural Worker Training Project

9. 76233-ML Mali - Interim strategy note for the period FY14-15

10. PAD463-CN China - Anhui Xuancheng Infrastructure for Industry Relocation Project

11. PAD239-BR Brazil - Rio Grande Do Norte Regional Development and Governance Project

12. 76239-HN Honduras - Rural Infrastructure Project

13. 67219-HT Haiti - Economic Reconstruction and Growth Development Policy Grant Program 

14. PAD258-BR Brazil - Sao Paulo Sustainable Transport Project

15. 75523-HN Honduras - Water and Sanitation Sector Modernization Project: additional financing

16. 76430-GH Ghana - Natural Resources and Environmental Governance Technical Assistance Project

17. 76945-GH Ghana - Greater Accra Metropolitan Area Sanitation and Water Project 

18. 65455-BR Brazil - Belo Horizonte Inclusive Urban Development Policy Loan Program

19. 77003-BR Brazil - Strengthening Public Sector Management Technical Assistance Project

20. 76352-HN Honduras - Country partnership strategy for the period FY 2012-2015 

21. 63430-CL Chile - Sustainable Land Management Project

22. 76503-LR Liberia - Accelerated Electricity Expansion Project

23. 72341-MENA Middle East and North Africa - Desert Ecosystems and Livelihoods Knowledge Sharing and Coordination Project

24. 76583-BY Belarus - Energy Efficiency Project : restructuring

25. 75184-BF Burkina Faso - Youth Employment and Skills Development Project

26. 76730-NE Niger - Third Community Action Program Support Project

27. 73411-LS Lesotho - First Growth and Development Policy Grant Project

28. 74404-CN China - Guangxi Laibin Water Environment Project

29. 73409-CN China - Ma’anshan Cihu River Basin Improvement Project 

30. 71813-AG Antigua and Barbuda - Public and Social Sector Transformation Project 

31. 73247-ST Sao Tome and Principe - Second Governance and Competitiveness Development Policy Operation Project

32. 76790-HT Haiti - Business Development and Investment Project

33. 74836-GZ West Bank and Gaza - Fifth Palestinian Reform and Development Plan Program

34. 72310-YE Yemen - Public Finance Modernization Project : additional financing

35. 75313-BF Burkina Faso - Donsin Transport Infrastructure Project

36. 67945-HT Haiti - Improving Maternal and Child Health through Integrated Social Services Project

37. 76718-ZR Congo, Democratic Republic of - Governance Capacity Enhancement Project

38. 72350-BR Brazil - Sergipe Development through Inclusion Project
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No. Report No. Title 
39. 75889-BI Burundi - Sustainable Coffee Landscape Project 

40. 75292-NE Niger - Second Shared Growth Credit Project

41. 75939-MZ Mozambique - Climate Resilience : Transforming Hydro-Meteorological Services Project

42. 75924-ZM Republic of Zambia - Water Resources Development Project 

43. 74246-MZ Mozambique - First Agriculture Development Policy Operation Project (AgDPO)

44. 67387-IN India - National AIDS Control Support Project

45. 75232-LS Lesotho - Maternal and Newborn Health Performance-Based Financing Project 

46. 74281-DJ Djibouti - Improving Health Sector Performance Project 

47. 74922-KM Comoros - Emergency Crises Response Project : additional financing 

48. 75411-YE Yemen - Fourth Social Fund for Development Project : additional financing 

49. 74313-PA Panama - Country partnership strategy for the period FY11-14 : Panama - Country Partnership Strategy for the 
period FY11-14

50. 74011-MZ Mozambique - Mining and Gas Technical Assistance Project

51. 75530-NG Nigeria - State Education Program Investment Project

52. 75250-LK Sri Lanka - Second Health Sector Development Project 

53. 75667-TJ Tajikistan - Environmental Land Management and Rural Livelihoods Project

54. 72075-NE Niger - Transport Sector Program Support Project : additional financing 

55. 74444-NI Nicaragua - Second Land Administration Project

56. 73399-MA Morocco - Social and Integrated Agriculture Project

57. 73406-PA Panama - Second Programmatic Fiscal Management and Efficiency of Expenditures Development Policy  
Loan Project

58. 74405-CN China - Liaoning Coastal Economic Sustainable Development Project

59. 73408-CN China - Jiangxi Poyang Lake Basin and Ecological Economic Zone Small Town Development Project

60. 72284-JO Jordan - Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises Development for Inclusive Growth Project

61. 74451-YE Yemen - Republic of - Emergency Crisis Recovery Grant Project

62. 74445-PG Papua New Guinea - Energy Sector Development Project

63. 72143-YE Yemen - Second Basic Education Development Project

64. 74878-YE Yemen - Road Asset Management Project

65. 73802-NA Namibia - Additional Financing for the Namibian Coast Conservation and Management Project

66. 73407-UA Ukraine - Development of the state statistics system for monitoring the social and economic transformation  
project (DEVSTAT)

67. 72281-MG Madagascar - Emergency Support to Critical Education, Health and Nutrition Services Project 

68. 72394-MG Madagascar - Emergency Infrastructure Preservation and Vulnerability Reduction Project

69. 73042-HN Honduras - Disaster Risk Management Project

70. 68617-JO Jordan - Badia Ecosystem and Livelihood Project 

71. 72378-GZ West Bank and Gaza - Water Supply and Sewage Systems Improvement Project

72. 71799-TN Tunisia - Governance, Opportunities, and Jobs Development Policy Lending (DPL) Project

73. 72398-MX Mexico - Sustainable Rural Development Project : additional financing

74. 71827-AL Albania - Water Resources and Irrigation Project 
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No. Report No. Title
75. 67746-NI Nicaragua - Adaptation of Water Supplies to Climate Change Project

76. 72453-UY Uruguay - Public Sector Management and Social Inclusion Development Policy Loan Program

77 69231-NI Nicaragua - Country partnership strategy for the period FY13-FY17

78. 69187-KE Kenya - Adaptable Program Lending for Infrastructure Finance and Public-Private Partnership Project

79. 73038 Investment lending reform : modernizing and consolidating operational policies and procedures

80. 71885-HT Haiti - Interim strategy note for the period FY13-FY14

81. 70931-BI Burundi - Sixth Economic Reform Support Grant Project

82. 72449-BA Bosnia and Herzegovina - Real Estate Registration Project

83. 68078-BF Burkina Faso - Additional Financing for the International Institute for Water and Environmental Engineering Project

84. 72337-PK Pakistan - Second Additional Financing for Third Partnership for Polio Eradication Project

85. 71882-HT Haiti - Additional Financing for the Infrastructure and Institutions Emergency Recovery Project

86. 65586-NG Nigeria - Second Phase of the Rural Access and Mobility Project

87. 72266-HT Haiti - Rebuilding Energy Infrastructure and Access Project

88. 70208-GT Guatemala - First Programmatic Development Policy Loan Project

89. 68066-CR Costa Rica - Higher Education Improvement Project

90. 67464-LR Liberia - Additional Financing for the Road Asset Management Project : restructuring 

91. 69593-UY Uruguay - Support to Uruguayan Public Schools Project 

92. 70812-SC Seychelles - First Sustainability and Competitiveness Development Policy Loan Program

93. 69229-GT Guatemala - Country partnership strategy for the period FY2013-2016

94. 71661-RU Russian Federation - Forest Fire Response Project

95. 66664-MX Mexico - Sustainable Production System and Biodiversity Project 

96. 68036 Central African Republic - Third Additional Financing of the CEMAC Transport and Transit Facilitation Project

97. 69499-EG Egypt - Second Phase of the Multi-country Regional Coordination on Improved Water Resources Management and 
Capacity Building Program (APL 2) Project

98. 56261-BR Brazil - Tocantins Integrated Sustainable Regional Development Project

99. 68036 Central African Republic - Third Additional Financing of the CEMAC Transport and Transit Facilitation Project 
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aPPenDiX B.  exercise of the World Bank’s Prerogative to Disclose restricted 
information – cases considered by the ai committee in fY 2013

Case No.  
Requested Information

AI Policy Exception(s) Exercise of the World Bank’s 
Prerogative to Disclose 
Restricted Information

1. AI2025
President’s memorandum titled Restatement of 
Staff Retirement Plan and Retired Staff Benefits Plan; 
Formalization of Plan Trust, 2001

Corporate Administrative 
Matters and Deliberative 
Information

No

2. AI2172
World Bank Staff Surveys

Corporate Administrative 
Matters

No

3. AI2399
World Bank Staff Surveys

Corporate Administrative 
Matters

No

4. AI2335
Summary of Discussion concerning the Climate 
Change Development Loan to Mexico (P110849) 
(Official Use Only)

Deliberative Information No

5. AI2414
Mexico State Pension Survey

Deliberative Information No

6. AI2359
Corporate procurement information concerning the 
consulting project (Selection #1061565, BEEPS V Turkey)

Corporate Administrative 
Matters

Yes
(in part; see AIC decision on appeal)
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aPPenDiX c.  appeals concluded by the ai committee in fY 2013  

Case 
Information Requested

Type of Appeal Upheld or Reversed 
World Bank 

Decision to Deny 
Access

Applicable Exception(s)
Violation 

of AI 
Policy

Public 
Interest

1. AI2359
Corporate procurement information 
concerning the consulting project 
(Selection #1061565, BEEPS V Turkey)

X Upheld 
Exercised the 
prerogative to disclose  
a portion of the 
requested information

Corporate Administrative Matters 

2. AI2605
Audio recording of a meeting with local 
stakeholders

X X Upheld 
(no violation of policy)
and partially dismissed 
(matter not subject 
to appeal on public 
interest basis)

Security and Safety; Information 
Provided by Member Country or  
Third Party in Confidence;
 Deliberative Information

3. AI2623 
Emission Reduction Purchase Agreement 
for the Pico Bonito Sustainable Forests 
Project (PO92987)

X Upheld Information Provided by Member 
Country or Third Party in Confidence

4. AI2624
Emission Reduction Purchase Agreement 
for the Kenya Agricultural Carbon Project 
(PO107798)

X Upheld Information Provided by Member 
Country or Third Party in Confidence

5. AI2625
Emission Reduction Purchase Agreement 
for the Kenya Green Belt Movement 
Project (PO99628)

X Upheld Information Provided by Member 
Country or Third Party in Confidence

6. AI2732*
Study done by Mott MacDonald on 
Cumulative Impacts of Hydropower 
Projects on Ganga River

X Upheld Deliberative Information

 * While the decision for this appeal was issued in FY 2014, the AIC considered the case in FY 2013.
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aPPenDiX D.  ai committee Decisions on appeals in fY 2013

The appeals decisions are presented in the order of the case numbers, and in the same form as they were issued to 
the requesters.  any modification of the original language in the appeals decisions, or provision of explanation, 
is set forth in brackets.  to facilitate public access to the decisions, the World Bank has published the decisions 
online on its access to information website.

 Appeal # 1

CASE NUMBER AI2359:  CORPORATE PROCUREMENT INFORMATION CONCERNING THE CONSULTING PROJECT 
(SELECTION #1061565, “BEEPS V TURKEY”)

SUMMARY OF DECISION

1. the requester filed an appeal against the World Bank’s decision to deny access to certain corporate 
procurement information concerning the “consulting project (selection #1061565, “BEEPS V Turkey”)”.

2. Under the ai Policy, the World Bank does not provide access to information relating to the World Bank’s 
corporate administrative matters, including, but not limited to, corporate expenses, procurement, real estate, 
and other activities.  such information is restricted by the “corporate administrative matters” exception under 
the ai Policy.

3. the access to information committee (“aic”) found that the requested information consists of certain 
corporate procurement information.  on this basis, the aic concluded that the requested information is 
restricted from disclosure by the “corporate administrative matters” exception under the ai Policy.

4. Because the aic found no compelling public interest reason to override the “corporate administrative 
matters” exception restricting the requested information, the aic upheld the Bank’s decision to deny public 
access to the requested information.

5. notwithstanding the above, the aic additionally considered whether the benefit of disclosing the 
requested information would outweigh the potential harm; this consideration took into account the request 
and the views of the relevant business units.  Based on these considerations, the aic decided, pursuant to its 
authority provided by paragraph 18 (c) of the ai Policy, to exercise the Bank’s prerogative to disclose a portion 
of the requested information.

DECISION

1. on January 18, 2013, the World Bank (“Bank”) denied a public access request for certain corporate 
procurement information concerning the “consulting project (selection #1061565, “BeePs V turkey”)” 
(“request”).  the request was denied on the basis that the requested information is restricted by the “corporate 
administrative matters” exception under the Bank’s access to information Policy (the “ai Policy”). on march 
18, 2013, the secretariat to the access to information committee (the “aic”) received the attached application 
(“application”) appealing the Bank’s decision to deny public access to the requested information.  
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2. the application challenges the decision to deny public access on the ground that there is a “public interest” 
case to override the ai Policy exception that restricts the requested information.  the application states  
the following:

The “GUiDeLines: seLection anD emPLoYment of consULtants BY WorLD BanK 
BorroWers” stipulates under para 2.6 (“short lists of consultants”) that “firms that expressed interest, 
as well as any other firm that specifically so requests, shall be provided the final short list of firms”.

The GUiDeLines under para 2.28 (“Publication of the award of contract”) further stipulates that “2.28 
after the award of contract, the borrower shall publish in UnDB online and in dgmarket the following 
information: (a) the names of all consultants who submitted proposals; (b) the technical points assigned to 
each consultant; (c) the evaluated prices of each consultant; (d) the final point ranking of the consultants; 
(e) the name of the winning consultant and the price, duration, and summary scope of the contract. The 
same information shall be sent to all consultants who have submitted proposals.”

The information i requested under case number ai2359 exactly falls under the above stipulations. 
However, the request was rejected on January 18, 2013 quoting the exception 8 (“corporate administrative 
matters”) under the World Bank’s access to information Policy (“the Policy”).

The first question to be addressed in this respect is whether the shortlisting and award of ta contracts to 
consultants advertised on the World Bank’s wbgeconsult2 website is a corporate administrative matter. 
The straightforward answer is yes because these contracts are awarded to “operational consultants” and are 
financed either from the Bank’s own budget or from trust funds. accordingly, as corporate administrative 
matters pertain to “including, but not limited to, corporate expenses, procurement, real estate and other 
activities”, these contracts fall under this exception. more generally, as the World Bank is not a BorroWer, 
it is not bound by above-mentioned GUiDeLines.

if the exception is crystal clear, why i am appealing against this rejection decision? The “Policy” states that 
the Bank’s access to information committee may approve the disclosure of restricted information under 
this exception if the “overall benefits of such disclosure outweigh the potential harm to the interest(s) 
protected by the exception(s)”.

i feel that i don’t need to prove that there is a “public interest” in disclosing the information under this 
particular case or even under all potential cases for “operational consultant” contracts. it is up to the 
committee [to] decide which interest(s) this exception protect(s).

more generally, the esteemed committee might wish to ask if there is public interest in disclosure of 
short list and contract information by BorroWers, why it is harmful for the Bank to disclose similar 
information; and how the Bank may maintain the above-mentioned rules if the BorroWers ask for a 
similar exception?

FINDINGS AND DECISION OF THE ACCESS TO INFORMATION COMMITTEE

3. the aic considered the application on the basis of whether the requester was able to make a public interest 
case to override the “corporate administrative matters” exception restricting the requested information.  in 
reviewing the application in accordance with the ai Policy, the aic considered:
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(a)  the request;

(b)  the application;

(c)  the nature of the requested information;

(d)  the “corporate administrative matters” exception under the ai Policy that justified the Bank’s 
initial decision to deny public access; and

(e)  the information provided by the relevant business units concerning the requested information.

“Public interest” case

4. Pursuant to the ai Policy, a requester may file an appeal on a “public interest” basis if the requester is able 
to make a public interest case to override certain ai Policy exceptions that restrict the requested information.  
Public interest appeals are limited to information restricted under the “corporate administrative matters”, 
“Deliberative information”, and “financial information (other than banking and billing information)” 
exceptions (see paragraph 36 (b) of the ai Policy).

5. the aic found that the requested information is of a corporate procurement nature and, thus, is restricted 
by the “corporate administrative matters” exception under the ai Policy.  the aic discussed whether the 
public interest assertion in the application merited overriding the “corporate administrative matters” exception 
restricting the requested information.  the aic found no compelling public interest reason to override the 
“corporate administrative matters” exception of the ai Policy on which the Bank initially based its decision to 
deny public access to the requested information.

6. for these reasons, in response to the public interest appeal, the aic decided to uphold the Bank’s decision 
to deny public access to the requested information.

7. Under the ai Policy, the decision of the aic is final for appeals that assert a public interest case to override 
an ai Policy exception (see paragraph 37 of the ai Policy).

8. notwithstanding the above, the aic additionally considered whether the benefit of disclosing the requested 
information would outweigh the potential harm.  this consideration took into account the request and the 
views of the relevant business units.  Based on these considerations, the aic decided, pursuant to its authority 
provided by paragraph 18 (c) of the ai Policy, to exercise the Bank’s prerogative to disclose a portion of the 
requested information (i.e., name of the winning bidder and contract value).  thus, please find such portion of 
the requested information below:

(a)  name of the winning bidder: ipsos- mori; and

(b)  contract value: Us$330,000.
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Appeal # 2

CASE NUMBER AI2605:  AUDIO RECORDING OF A MEETING WITH LOCAL STAKEHOLDERS

SUMMARY OF DECISION

1. the requester filed an appeal against the World Bank’s decision to deny public access to an audio recording 
of a meeting.  the appeal asserts both “violation of policy” and “public interest”.

2. Under the ai Policy, information whose disclosure is likely to endanger the life, health, or safety of any 
individual, or the environment is restricted by the “security and safety” exception.  the World Bank also has an 
obligation to protect information that it receives in confidence and, thus, does not provide access to information 
provided to it by a member country or a third party on the understanding of confidentiality, without the express 
permission of that member country or third party; such information is restricted by the “information Provided 
by member countries or third Parties in confidence” exception under the ai Policy.  additionally, information 
prepared for, or exchanged during the course of, the World Bank’s deliberations with member countries or other 
entities with which the World Bank cooperates is restricted by the “Deliberative information” exception under 
the ai Policy.

3. the access to information committee (“aic”) found that:

(a)  the entity that requested and organized the meeting for which the requested information was 
prepared represented local stakeholders, some of whom attended the meeting, on whose behalf the 
entity requested in writing that the meeting be treated as “strictly confidential”;

(b)  disclosure of the requested information is likely to endanger the life, health or safety of local 
stakeholders attending the meeting and of other individuals;

(c)  the requested information consists of an audio recording of portions of the meeting reflecting 
deliberations between the World Bank and other entities with which the World Bank cooperates 
and was made solely for the purpose of verifying translation; and

(d)  the requester attended the meeting as participant.

4. Based on the above, with respect to the appeal asserting a “violation of policy”, the aic concluded that 
the audio recording is restricted from disclosure by three ai Policy exceptions, i.e., “information Provided by 
member countries or third Parties in confidence”, “security and safety”, and “Deliberative information”.  
thus, the World Bank’s decision to deny public access on the basis of these three ai Policy exceptions did not 
violate the ai Policy.  for this reason, the aic upheld the World Bank’s decision to deny public access to the 
audio recording.

5. With respect to the appeal asserting “public interest”, the aic found that the ai Policy does not allow the 
restriction of information pursuant to the “security and safety” and/or “information Provided by member 
countries or third Parties in confidence” exceptions (or “Deliberative information” containing information 
restricted by such exceptions) to be appealed on public interest ground (see ai Policy at paragraph 36(b)).  the 
application is, therefore, not properly before the aic.  for this reason, and pursuant to paragraph 40 (c) of the 
ai Policy, this portion of the appeal is dismissed for appealing a matter that the aic does not have authority  
to consider.
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DECISION

1. on april 10, 2013, the World Bank (“Bank”) denied a public access request to an audio recording of a 
meeting held with certain local stakeholders (“request”).  the request was denied on the basis that the requested 
information is restricted by the “security and safety”, “information Provided by member countries or third 
Parties in confidence”, and “Deliberative information” exceptions under the Bank’s access to information 
Policy (“ai Policy”).  on april 10, 2013, the secretariat to the access to information committee (“aic”) 
received the attached application (“application”) appealing the Bank’s decision to deny public access to the 
requested information.

2. the application indicates two grounds for the appeal, namely “violation of policy” and “public interest”.  
the application states, in its relevant part, the following:

considering i was one of the attendees in this meeting, it is very difficult to see how any of these exceptions 
can be justified. allowing participants to the meeting access to the recording would enable us to have a 
more complete and accurate record of the meeting. (…). each of us in the meeting would like a copy of the 
recording. We are not requesting that the recording be published or made generally available. We are asking 
that Bank staff share with us the recording (…)

FINDINGS AND DECISION OF THE ACCESS TO INFORMATION COMMITTEE

3. in reviewing the application in accordance with the ai Policy, the aic considered:

(a)  the request;

(b)  the application and the grounds on which the requester appealed the Bank’s denial of public access; 

(c)  the nature of the requested information, i.e., an audio recording (“recording”); 

(d)  the “security and safety”, the “information Provided by member countries or Third Parties in 
confidence”, and the “Deliberative information” exceptions under the ai Policy that justified the 
Bank’s initial decision to deny public access; and

(e)  the information provided by the relevant business unit concerning the recording.

4. the ai Policy endeavors to strike an appropriate balance between the need to grant the public maximum 
access to information in the Bank’s possession, and the Bank’s obligation to respect the confidentiality of its 
clients, shareholders, employees, and other parties (see ai Policy at paragraph 3).  Pursuant to the ai Policy, 
information is considered for disclosure to the public, not for individual or private use.  the aic noted that this 
application was also filed on the basis of “public interest” ground.  for these reasons, the aic considered that 
the application is requesting the recording to be made available to the public.

“Violation of the ai Policy”

5. Pursuant to the ai Policy, a requester who is denied public access to information by the Bank may file 
an appeal if the requester is able to establish a prima facie case that the Bank has violated the ai Policy by 
improperly or unreasonably restricting access to information that it would normally disclose under the ai Policy 
(see ai Policy at paragraph 36 (a)).  the ai Policy states that the Bank “does not provide access to documents 
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that contain or refer to information listed in paragraphs 8-17” of the ai Policy, which set out the ai Policy’s list 
of exceptions.  Paragraph 12 of the ai Policy states, under the “security and safety” exception, that the Bank 
does not provide access to information whose disclosure is likely to endanger the life, health, or safety of any 
individual, or the environment (see ai Policy at paragraph 12 (c)).  Paragraph 14 of the ai Policy provides, 
under the “information Provided by member countries or third Parties in confidence” exception, that the 
Bank has an obligation to protect information that it receives in confidence and, thus, does not provide access 
to information provided to it by a member country or a third party on the understanding of confidentiality, 
without the express permission of that member country or third party (see ai Policy at paragraph 14).  Paragraph 
16 of the ai Policy explicitly states, under the “Deliberative information” exception, that the Bank does not 
provide access to information prepared for, or exchanged during the course of, the Bank’s deliberations with 
member countries or other entities with which the Bank cooperates (see ai Policy at paragraph 16 (a)).

6. the aic found that the entity that requested and organized the meeting represented local stakeholders, 
some of whom attended the meeting, and on whose behalf the entity requested in writing that the meeting 
be treated as “strictly confidential”.  the aic also found that the recording contains information that, if 
disclosed, is likely to endanger the life, health or safety of local stakeholders attending the meeting and of other 
individuals.  additionally, the aic found that the recording consists of portions of the meeting and reflects 
deliberations between the Bank and other entities with which the Bank cooperates and was made solely for the 
purpose of verifying translation.  finally, the aic found that the requester attended the meeting as participant.

7. Based on the above findings, the aic concluded that the Bank had properly and reasonably denied public 
access to the requested information based on the “information Provided by member countries or third Parties 
in confidence”, “security and safety” and “Deliberative information” exceptions under the ai Policy and, 
therefore, did not violate the ai Policy.  for this reason, the aic decided to uphold the Bank’s decision to deny 
public access to the recording.

8. Under the ai Policy, if the aic upholds the initial decision to deny public access to information in appeals 
alleging “violation of policy”, the requester can appeal to the access to information appeals Board (the “ai 
appeals Board”) as the second and final stage of appeals (see ai Policy at paragraph 38).

[to facilitate the filing of appeals, the requester was provided an electronic link for easy access to, and submission 
of, the second level appeals form, which would be considered by the ai appeals Board; the UrL address for the 
appeals form was also provided.]

“Public interest” case

9. Pursuant to the ai Policy, a requester may file an appeal on a “public interest” basis if the requester is able 
to make a public interest case to override certain ai Policy exceptions that restrict the information requested.  
Public interest appeals are limited to information restricted under the corporate administrative matters, 
Deliberative information, and financial information (other than banking and billing information) exceptions 
(see ai Policy at paragraph 36 (b)).

10. in this case, the recording is restricted by three ai Policy exceptions, i.e., “security and safety”, “information 
Provided by member countries or third Parties in confidence”, and “Deliberative information”.  as public 
interest appeals are limited to information restricted under the corporate administrative matters, Deliberative 
information, and financial information (other than banking and billing information) exceptions (see ai Policy 
at paragraph 36 (b)), the ai Policy does not allow the restriction of information pursuant to the “security and 
safety” and/or “information Provided by member countries or third Parties in confidence” exceptions (or 
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“Deliberative information” containing information restricted by such exceptions) to be appealed on public 
interest ground (see ai Policy at paragraph 36 (b)).  the application is, therefore, not properly before the aic.

11. for the above reasons, and pursuant to paragraph 40 (c) of the ai Policy, this portion of the appeal is 
dismissed for appealing a matter that the aic does not have authority to consider.

12. Under the ai Policy, the decision of the aic is final for appeals that assert a public interest case to override 
an ai Policy exception (see ai Policy at paragraph 37).

Appeal # 3

CASE NUMBER AI2623:  EMISSION REDUCTION PURCHASE AGREEMENT (ERPA)  
FOR THE PICO BONITO SUSTAINABLE FORESTS PROJECT (PO92987)

SUMMARY OF DECISION

1. the requester filed an appeal against the World Bank’s decision to deny public access to the “emission 
reduction Payment agreement (erPa) for the Pico Bonito sustainable forests Project (Po92987) approved 
on June 30, 2006.”   the Bank had denied access of the erPa based on two ai Policy exceptions, namely the 
“information Provided by member countries or third Parties in confidence” and the “financial information” 
exceptions.

2. the ai Policy recognizes that the World Bank has an obligation to protect information that it receives in 
confidence from a member country or a third party, and does not provide access to such information unless  
the member country or third party concerned provides express permission authorizing disclosure; such 
information is restricted by the ai Policy’s “information Provided by member countries or third Parties in 
confidence” exception.

3. the access to information committee (“aic”) found that the requested erPa contains information that 
the parties to the agreement provided in confidence, with the understanding that the information would be kept 
confidential, and for which the parties have not expressly authorized disclosure.

4. additionally, the aic found that, while the Bank incorrectly asserted that the erPa is covered by the 
ai Policy’s “financial information” exception, the error is harmless, as the erPa remains restricted by the ai 
Policy’s “information Provided by member countries or third Parties in confidence” exception.

5. Based on the above, the aic concluded that the World Bank properly restricted disclosure of the 
requested information in accordance with the ai Policy.  for this reason, the aic upheld the World Bank’s 
decision to deny access to the requested information.

DECISION

1. on april 22, 2013, the World Bank (“Bank”) denied a public access request for the “emission reduction 
Payment agreement (erPa) for the Pico Bonito sustainable forests Project (Po92987) approved on June 30, 
2006” (“request”).  the request was denied on the basis that the requested information is restricted by the 
“information Provided by member countries or third Parties in confidence” and the “financial information” 
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exceptions under the Bank’s access to information Policy (“ai Policy”).  on april 22, 2013, the secretariat to 
the access to information committee (“aic”) received the attached application (“application”) appealing the 
Bank’s decision to deny public access to the requested information.

2. the application challenges the decision to deny public access on the basis that the denial is a violation of 
the ai Policy.   the application states the following:

This document has been incorrectly classified as confidential based on exceptions #7 and #10 under the policy. 
it is a bank generated document, signed by a third party contractor, not a country generated document, and 
is not financial information in the sense of the policy. further, this project has been terminated, so whatever 
rationale for confidentiality there was […] is no longer relevant.

FINDINGS AND DECISION OF THE ACCESS TO INFORMATION COMMITTEE

3. the aic considered the application on the basis of whether the decision to deny public access to the 
requested information violated the ai Policy.  in reviewing the application in accordance with the ai Policy, 
the aic considered:

(a)  the request;

(b)  the application; 

(c)  the nature of the requested information, i.e., the emission reduction Payment agreement (erPa) 
for the Pico Bonito sustainable forests Project (Po92987), dated June 30, 2006; 

(d)  the “information Provided by member countries or Third Parties in confidence” and the 
“financial information” exceptions under the ai Policy that justified the Bank’s initial decision to 
deny public access; and

(e)  the information provided by the relevant business units concerning the requested erPa.

“Violation of the ai Policy”

4. Pursuant to the ai Policy, a requester who is denied public access to information by the Bank may file 
an appeal if the requester is able to establish a prima facie case that the Bank has violated the ai Policy by 
improperly or unreasonably restricting access to information that it would normally disclose under the ai Policy 
(see ai Policy at paragraph 36 (a)).  the ai Policy states that the Bank “does not provide access to documents 
that contain or refer to information listed in paragraphs 8-17” of the ai Policy, which set out the ai Policy’s list 
of exceptions.

5. the Bank had denied access to the erPa in this case on the basis of two ai Policy exceptions, namely the 
“information Provided by member countries or third Parties in confidence” and the “financial information” 
exceptions.  With respect to the “information Provided by member countries or third Parties in confidence” 
exception, the ai Policy recognizes that the Bank has an obligation to protect information that it receives in 
confidence and, thus, does not provide access to information provided to it by a member country or a third 
party on the understanding of confidentiality, without the express permission of that member country or third 
party (see ai Policy at paragraph 14).  the ai Policy further recognizes that “information may be given by a 
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member country or third party (explicitly or implicitly) in confidence” and that such information would be 
restricted from disclosure pursuant to the “information Provided by member countries or third Parties in 
confidence” exception (see ai Policy, footnote 11).

6. to better understand the expectations of confidentiality by the parties to the erPa, on June 5, 2013, the 
aic met with staff of the relevant business units.  the staff first explained that, in the context of erPas, the 
Bank serves in the capacity of a trustee, acting on behalf of the fund participants, and not on its own behalf.  
they further explained that, because of the competitive nature of the carbon fund transactions, the participants 
have been willing to enter into purchase agreements only if their transactions would be kept confidential, and 
that this understanding is the standard practice in the carbon finance business.  the staff noted that, because 
prices of individual transactions are always confidential, the Bank has published annual reports called “the state 
and trends of the carbon market” and “state of the forest carbon market,” which publish pricing trends at an 
aggregate level, in order to provide more transparency to the market.

7. the staff also explained that, before the ai Policy went into effect (i.e., July 1, 2010), the expectation of 
confidentiality by the fund participants and the project entities to the erPa was implicit.  erPas did not 
include a confidentiality provision because the Bank’s former disclosure policy did not require the disclosure of 
such agreements.  in recognition of the Bank’s ai Policy—which indicates that the Bank allows access to any 
information in its possession that is not covered by the ai Policy’s list of exceptions—all erPas, beginning 
July 1, 2010, included an explicit clause, at section 12.02, titled Disclosure of Information.  the clause explicitly 
recognizes that all information provided by the parties in the commercial negotiations leading to the erPa shall 
be kept confidential and not disclosed, setting out specific circumstances that could trigger disclosure.

8. Based on the information presented, the aic found that, the erPa in this case predates the ai Policy, 
and while it does not have an explicit confidentiality clause, the parties entered into the agreement with the 
implied understanding that the information within the erPa would be kept confidential.  in view of the  
parties’ expectations of confidentiality, and no record of the occurrence of circumstances that would trigger 
disclosure, including the parties’ express authorization to disclose, the aic found that the erPa in this case 
is properly restricted by the ai Policy’s “information Provided by member countries or third Parties in 
confidence” exception.

9. With respect to the Bank’s assertion of the ai Policy’s “financial information” exception as a basis for denying 
access, the aic found that the exception is not intended to apply to the type of financial information reflected 
in the erPa.  While the aic found that the Bank’s attribution of the “financial information” exception to the 
erPa was in error, the aic found the error to be harmless, as the erPa remains restricted by the “information 
Provided by member countries or third Parties in confidence” exception.

10. Based on the above findings, the aic concluded that the Bank had properly and reasonably denied public 
access to the information requested and, therefore, did not violate the ai Policy.  for this reason, the aic upheld 
the Bank’s decision to deny public access to the erPa in this case.

11. Under the ai Policy, if the aic upholds the initial decision to deny public access to information in appeals 
alleging “violation of policy,” the requester can appeal to the access to information appeals Board (“ai appeals 
Board”) as the second and final stage of appeals (see ai Policy at paragraph 38).

[to facilitate the filing of appeals, the requester was provided an electronic link for easy access to, and submission 
of, the second level appeals form, which would be considered by the ai appeals Board; the UrL address for the 
appeals form was also provided.]
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Appeal # 4

CASE NUMBER AI2624:  EMISSION REDUCTION PURCHASE AGREEMENT (ERPA)  
FOR THE KENYA AGRICULTURAL CARBON PROJECT (PO107798)

SUMMARY OF DECISION

1. the requester filed an appeal against the World Bank’s decision to deny public access to the “emission 
reduction Payment agreement (erPa) for the Kenya agricultural carbon Project (Po107798) approved 
[november] 15, 2010 under the Bio-carbon fund.”

2. the ai Policy recognizes that the World Bank has an obligation to protect information that it receives in 
confidence from a member country or a third party, and does not provide access to such information unless 
the member country or third party concerned has given its express permission authorizing disclosure; such 
information is restricted by the “information Provided by member countries or third Parties in confidence” 
exception under the ai Policy.

3. the access to information committee (“aic”) found that the requested erPa contains information that 
the parties to the agreement provided in confidence, with the understanding that the information would be kept 
confidential, and for which the parties have not expressly authorized disclosure.

4. Based on the above, the aic concluded that the World Bank properly restricted disclosure of the 
requested information based on the ai Policy’s “information Provided by member countries or third Parties 
in confidence” exception.  for this reason, the aic upheld the World Bank’s decision to deny public access to 
the requested information. 

DECISION

1. on april 9, 2013, the World Bank (“Bank”) denied a public access request for the “emission reduction 
Payment agreement (erPa) for the Kenya agricultural carbon Project (Po107798) approved nov. 15, 2010 
under the Bio-carbon fund” (“request”).  the request was denied on the basis that the requested information 
is restricted by the “information Provided by member countries or third Parties in confidence” exception 
under the Bank’s access to information Policy (“ai Policy”).  on april 10, 2013, the secretariat to the access to 
information committee (“aic”) received the attached application (“application”) appealing the Bank’s decision 
to deny public access to the requested information.

2. the application challenges the decision to deny public access on the basis that the denial violates the ai 
Policy.  the application states the following:

The Bank has inaccurately classified this class of documents (erPa’s) as information provided by member 
countries/third parties in confidence. They are bank generated contracts for payments for emission 
reductions, based on a standardized template, and it is unclear whether there is any information in them 
whose release would cause harm to the business interests of any party. in addition the Bank could request 
to the other party for their disclosure.
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FINDINGS AND DECISION OF THE ACCESS TO INFORMATION COMMITTEE

3. the aic considered the application on the basis of whether the decision to deny public access to the 
requested information violated the ai Policy.  in reviewing the application in accordance with the ai Policy, the 
aic considered:

(a)  the request;

(b)  the application; 

(c)  the nature of the requested information, i.e., the emission reduction Purchase agreement for the 
Kenya agricultural carbon Project (Po107798), under the Bio-carbon fund, dated november 
15, 2010; 

(d)  the “information Provided by member countries or Third Parties in confidence” exception under 
the ai Policy that justified the Bank’s initial decision to deny public access; and

(e)  the information provided by the relevant business units concerning the requested erPa.

“Violation of the ai Policy”

4. Pursuant to the ai Policy, a requester who is denied public access to information by the Bank may file 
an appeal if the requester is able to establish a prima facie case that the Bank has violated the ai Policy by 
improperly or unreasonably restricting access to information that it would normally disclose under the ai Policy 
(see ai Policy at paragraph 36 (a)).  the ai Policy states that the Bank “does not provide access to documents 
that contain or refer to information listed in paragraphs 8-17” of the ai Policy, which set out the ai Policy’s list 
of exceptions.

5. the Bank had denied access to the erPa in this case on the basis of the “information Provided by member 
countries or third Parties in confidence” exception.  ai Policy provides that, under the “information Provided 
by member countries or third Parties in confidence” exception, the Bank has an obligation to protect 
information that it receives in confidence and, thus, does not provide access to information provided to it by 
a member country or a third party on the understanding of confidentiality, without the express permission 
of that member country or third party (see ai Policy at paragraph 14).  the ai Policy further recognizes that 
“information may be given by a member country or third party (explicitly or implicitly) in confidence” and 
that such information would be restricted from disclosure pursuant to the “information Provided by member 
countries or third Parties in confidence” exception (see ai Policy, footnote 11).

6. the aic found that, in the context of erPas, the Bank serves in the capacity of a trustee, acting on behalf 
of the fund participants.  the erPa in this case includes an explicit clause, at section 12.02, titled Disclosure of 
Information, which recognizes that all information provided by the parties (i.e., the project entity and the fund 
participants, represented by the Bank, as trustee of Biocarbon fund) in the commercial negotiations leading 
to the erPa shall be kept confidential and not disclosed, setting out specific circumstances that could trigger 
disclosure.

7. Based on the information before the aic, the aic concluded that the parties entered into the agreement 
with the explicit understanding that the information within the erPa would be kept confidential.  in view 
of the parties’ expectations of confidentiality, and the fact that the circumstances that would trigger disclosure 
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under the erPa have not occurred and that there is no record of the parties’ express authorization to disclose, 
the aic found that the erPa in this case is properly restricted by the ai Policy’s “information Provided by 
member countries or third Parties in confidence” exception.

8. Based on the above findings, the aic decided that the Bank had properly and reasonably denied public 
access to the information requested and, therefore, did not violate the ai Policy.  for this reason, the aic upheld 
the Bank’s decision to deny public access to the erPa in this case.

9. Under the ai Policy, if the aic upholds the initial decision to deny public access to information in appeals 
alleging “violation of policy,” the requester can appeal to the access to information appeals Board (“ai appeals 
Board”) as the second and final stage of appeals (see ai Policy at paragraph 38).

[to facilitate the filing of appeals, the World Bank provided the requester with an electronic link for easy access 
to, and submission of, the second level appeals form, which would be considered by the ai appeals Board; the 
UrL address for the appeals form was also provided.]

Appeal # 5

CASE NUMBER AI2625:  EMISSION REDUCTION PAYMENT AGREEMENT (ERPA)  
FOR THE KENYA GREEN BELT MOVEMENT PROJECT (PO99628)

SUMMARY OF DECISION

1. the requester filed an appeal against the World Bank’s decision to deny public access to the “emission 
reduction Payment agreement (erPa) for the Kenya Green Belt movement Project (Po99628), under the 
Bio-carbon fund,” dated november 15, 2010.

2. the ai Policy recognizes that the World Bank has an obligation to protect information that it receives in 
confidence from a member country or a third party, and does not provide access to such information unless the 
member country or third party concerned provides express permission authorizing disclosure; such information 
is restricted by the “information Provided by member countries or third Parties in confidence” exception 
under the ai Policy.

3. the access to information committee (“aic”) found that the requested erPa contains information that 
the parties to the agreement provided in confidence, with the understanding that the information would be kept 
confidential, and for which the parties have not expressly authorized disclosure.

4. Based on the above, the aic concluded that the World Bank properly restricted disclosure of the 
requested information in accordance with the ai Policy.  for this reason, the aic upheld the World Bank’s 
decision to deny access. 

DECISION

1. on april 9, 2013, the World Bank (“Bank”) denied a public access request for the “emission reduction 
Payment agreement (erPa) for the Kenya Green Belt movement Project (Po99628) under the Bio-carbon 
fund” (“request”).  the request was denied on the basis that the requested information is restricted by the 
“information Provided by member countries or third Parties in confidence” exception under the Bank’s 
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access to information Policy (“ai Policy”).  on april 9, 2013, the secretariat to the access to information 
committee (“aic”) received the attached application (“application”) appealing the Bank’s decision to deny 
public access to the requested information.

2. the application challenges the decision to deny public access on the basis that the denial is a violation of 
the ai Policy.   the application states the following:

The document requested, an emission reduction Payment agreement, is inaccurately classified as 
confidential under exception to the policy “information provided by member countries or third parties in 
confidence”. it is a bank generated document, signed by the project proponent, and is not a country owned 
or generated document. While the erPa may have been signed with an understanding of confidentiality, 
the erPa itself is likely to have an confidentiality expiration date of five years contained within it. 
additionally, the Bank could easily request to the project proponent authorization to disclose. Lastly, there 
is an important public interest at stake which [outweighs] the financial, business or proprietary interests of 
the project proponent, if such interests actually even exist, which is doubtful.

FINDINGS AND DECISION OF THE ACCESS TO INFORMATION COMMITTEE

3. the aic considered the application on the basis of whether the decision to deny public access to the 
requested information violated the ai Policy.  in reviewing the application in accordance with the ai Policy, 
the aic considered:

(a)  the request;

(b)  the application; 

(c)  the nature of the requested information, i.e., the emission reduction Purchase agreement 
(“erPa”) for the Kenya Green Belt movement Project (Po99628) under the Bio-carbon fund, 
dated november 15, 2006; 

(d)  the “information Provided by member countries or Third Parties in confidence” exception under 
the ai Policy that justified the Bank’s initial decision to deny public access; and

(e)  the information provided by the relevant business units concerning the requested erPa.

“Violation of the ai Policy”

4. Pursuant to the ai Policy, a requester who is denied public access to information by the Bank may file 
an appeal if the requester is able to establish a prima facie case that the Bank has violated the ai Policy by 
improperly or unreasonably restricting access to information that it would normally disclose under the ai Policy 
(see ai Policy at paragraph 36 (a)).  the ai Policy states that the Bank “does not provide access to documents 
that contain or refer to information listed in paragraphs 8-17” of the ai Policy, which set out the ai Policy’s list 
of exceptions.

5. the Bank had denied access to the erPa in this case on the basis of the “information Provided by member 
countries or third Parties in confidence” exception.  the ai Policy recognizes, under the “information 
Provided by member countries or third Parties in confidence” exception, that the Bank has an obligation to 
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protect information that it receives in confidence and, thus, does not provide access to information provided to 
it by a member country or a third party on the understanding of confidentiality, without the express permission 
of that member country or third party (see ai Policy at paragraph 14).  the ai Policy further recognizes that 
“information may be given by a member country or third party (explicitly or implicitly) in confidence” and 
that such information would be restricted from disclosure pursuant to the “information Provided by member 
countries or third Parties in confidence” exception (see ai Policy, footnote 11).

6. to better understand the expectations of confidentiality by the parties to the erPa, on June 5, 2013, the 
aic met with staff of the relevant business units.  the staff first explained that, in the context of erPas, the 
Bank serves in the capacity of a trustee, acting on behalf of the fund participants, and not on its own behalf.  
they further explained that, because of the competitive nature of the carbon fund transactions, the participants 
have been willing to enter into purchase agreements only if their transactions would be kept confidential, and 
that this understanding is the standard practice in the carbon finance business.  the staff noted that, because 
prices of individual transactions are always confidential, the Bank has published annual reports called “the 
state and trends of the carbon market” and “state of the forest carbon market,” which publish pricing trends 
at an aggregate level, in order to provide more transparency to the market.

7. the staff also explained that, before the ai Policy went into effect (i.e., July 1, 2010), the expectation of 
confidentiality by the fund participants and the project entities to the erPa was implicit.  erPas did not 
include a confidentiality provision because the Bank’s former disclosure policy did not require the disclosure of 
such agreements.  in recognition of the Bank’s ai Policy—which indicates that the Bank allows access to any 
information in its possession that is not covered by the ai Policy’s list of exceptions—all erPas, beginning 
July 1, 2010, included an explicit clause, at section 12.02, titled Disclosure of Information.  the clause explicitly 
recognizes that all information provided by the parties in the commercial negotiations leading to the erPa shall 
be kept confidential and not disclosed, setting out specific circumstances that could trigger disclosure.

8. Based on the information presented, the aic found that, the erPa in this case predates the ai Policy, and 
while it does not have an explicit confidentiality clause, the parties entered into the agreement with the implied 
understanding that the information within the erPa would be kept confidential.  in view of the parties’ 
expectations of confidentiality, and no record of the occurrence of circumstances that would trigger disclosure, 
including the parties’ express authorization to disclose, the aic found that the erPa in this case is properly 
restricted by the ai Policy’s “information Provided by member countries or third Parties in confidence” 
exception.

9. Based on the above findings, the aic concluded that the Bank had properly and reasonably denied public 
access to the information requested and, therefore, did not violate the ai Policy.  for this reason, the aic upheld 
the Bank’s decision to deny public access to the erPa in this case.

10. Under the ai Policy, if the aic upholds the initial decision to deny public access to information in appeals 
alleging “violation of policy,” the requester can appeal to the access to information appeals Board (“ai appeals 
Board”) as the second and final stage of appeals (see ai Policy at paragraph 38).

[to facilitate the filing of appeals, the requester was provided an electronic link for easy access to, and submission 
of, the second level appeals form, which would be considered by the ai appeals Board; the UrL address for the 
appeals form was also provided.]
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Appeal # 6

CASE NUMBER AI2732:  STUDY DONE BY MOTT MACDONALD ON CUMULATIVE IMPACTS  
OF HYDROPOWER PROJECTS ON GANGA RIVER

SUMMARY OF DECISION

1. the requester filed an appeal against the World Bank’s decision to deny access to “a copy of [the] study done 
by mott macDonald on cumulative impacts of Hydropower Projects on Ganga river.”

2. Under its Policy on access to information (“ai Policy”), the World Bank does not provide access to 
information prepared for or exchanged in the course of its own internal deliberations.  such information is 
restricted by the ai Policy’s “Deliberative information” exception.

3. the access to information committee (“aic”) found that the requested information was commissioned 
by the World Bank for its own deliberations and is, thus, restricted from disclosure by the “Deliberative 
information” exception.

4. Based on the statements set forth in the appeal, the aic did not find adequate information to determine 
a clearly compelling basis for overriding the “Deliberative information” exception. 

5. notwithstanding the above, the aic additionally considered whether to exercise the World Bank’s 
prerogative to disclose the requested information based on a determination that the benefit of disclosure 
outweighs the potential harm.  Based on the available information, the aic did not find compelling grounds 
to make such a determination.  for this reason, the aic decided not to exercise the World Bank’s prerogative 
to disclose the requested information.

6. in view of the above considerations, the aic upholds the decision to deny public access to the requested 
information.

DECISION

1. on may 13, 2013, the World Bank (“Bank”) denied a public access request for “a copy of [the] study 
done by mott macDonald on cumulative impacts of Hydropower Projects on Ganga river” (“request”).  the 
request was denied on the basis that the requested information is restricted by the “Deliberative information” 
exception under the Bank’s Policy on access to information (“ai Policy”).  on may 19, 2013, the secretariat to 
the access to information committee (“aic”) received the attached application (“application”) appealing the 
Bank’s decision to deny public access to the requested information.

2. the application challenges the decision to deny public access on the ground that there is a “public interest” 
case to override the ai Policy exception that restricts the requested information.  the application asserts that 
the Government of india’s “plan to harness river Ganga for the production of hydropower by making back-to-
back dams on nearly 200 km of its flow in the Himalayas ... is destructive of both environment and culture of 
the people.  especially the impacts due to (1) damage to spiritual value of the river waters; (2) obstruction of 
migratory paths of fish[;] and (3) creation of beneficent sediments [which] have not been taken into account 
by the Government of india.”  the appeal further asserts that the study commissioned by the Government of 
india “on cumulative impacts of Hydropower Dams on Ganga” ... is “unscientific and weak” and for this reason 
the requester wants the Bank “to provide [him/her] with the study by mott macDonald so that the people can 
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get an alternative view of the cumulative impacts of these projects.”  the application also mentions that the 
requester has filed a “request for inspection of the WB loan to tHDc for Vishnugad-Pipalkoti project [sic].”

FINDINGS AND DECISION OF THE ACCESS TO INFORMATION COMMITTEE

3. the aic considered the application on the basis of whether the requester was able to make a public 
interest case that would justify overriding the “Deliberative information” exception, which restricts the 
requested information from public access.  in reviewing the application in accordance with the ai Policy, the 
aic considered:

(a)  the request;

(b)  the application; 

(c)  the nature of the requested information; 

(d)  the “Deliberative information” exception under the ai Policy that justified the Bank’s initial 
decision to deny public access; and

(e)  the information provided by the relevant business units concerning the requested information.

The aic recognized the application’s indication that the requester had filed a request for inspection for the 
Vishnugad Pipalkoti Hydro electric Project.  in this context, the aic further recognized that, pursuant to its 
authority under the ai Policy, the aic’s review of this case should be conducted in accordance with the terms 
of the ai Policy, independent of, and without prejudice to, the requestor’s request for inspection.

“Public interest” case

4. Pursuant to the ai Policy, a requester may file an appeal on a “public interest” basis if the requester is able 
to make a public interest case to override certain ai Policy exceptions that restrict the requested information.  
Public interest appeals are limited to information restricted under the “corporate administrative matters,” 
“Deliberative information” and “financial information (other than banking and billing information)”  
exceptions (see paragraph 36 (b) of the ai Policy).  the “Deliberative information” exception restricts from 
disclosure “[i]nformation . . . prepared for, or exchanged during the course of, its internal deliberations” for the 
purpose of facilitating and safeguarding the free and candid exchange of ideas and ultimately preserving the 
integrity of the deliberative processes (paragraph 16 of the ai Policy).

5. the aic found that the requested document had been commissioned by the Bank for the limited purpose 
of informing for the Bank’s own internal deliberations and, thus, the information is properly restricted by the 
“Deliberative information” exception under the ai Policy (see paragraph 16 (b) of the ai Policy).  the aic 
considered the relevant business unit’s explanation regarding the limited purpose and scope of the document, 
as well as the benefits and potential harm related to disclosure, and whether the public interest assertion in 
the application merits overriding the “Deliberative information” exception that restricts the requested 
information.   the aic did not find adequate information to determine a clearly compelling ground to override 
the “Deliberative information” exception.

6. notwithstanding the aic’s determination with respect to the public interest appeal, the aic took the 
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decision to also consider whether the available facts would support an exercise of the Bank’s prerogative to 
disclose the restricted information; for information restricted by the “Deliberative information” exception, the 
aic has the authority to exercise this prerogative under the ai Policy (see paragraph 18 (c) of the ai Policy).  
the aic took into account the available information before it, including the statements made by the requester 
in the application and the views of the relevant business unit, and after weighing these considerations, the aic 
decided not to exercise the Bank’s prerogative to disclose the requested information in this case.

7. for the reasons discussed above, the aic upholds the Bank’s decision to deny public access to the requested 
information.  Under the ai Policy, for appeals that assert a public interest case to override an ai Policy exception, 
the decision of the aic is final (see paragraph 37 of the ai Policy).
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aPPenDiX e.  appeals concluded by the ai appeals Board in fY 2013

Case No.  
Requested Information

Upheld or Reversed  
AI Committee’s decision 
upholding World Bank 

Decision to Deny Access

Applicable Exception(s)

1. AI1362
Turkey Emergency Flood and Earthquake 
Recovery Project Upheld

Information Provided by 
Member Country or Third Party 

in Confidence;
Deliberative Information

2. AI1473
ISRs for India Mumbai Urban  
Transport Project

Upheld Deliberative Information
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aPPenDiX f.  ai appeals Board Decisions in fY 2013

The appeals decisions are presented in the order of the case numbers, and in the same form as they were issued 
to the requesters.  Where multiple decisions exist for one case, the decisions are presented in chronological order.  
any modification of the original language in the appeals decisions, or provision of explanation, is set forth in 
brackets.  to facilitate public access to the decisions, the World Bank has posted the decisions online on its 
access to information website.

 Appeal # 1

AI APPEALS BOARD NOTE OF ADJOURNMENT 
 CASE NO. AI1362: CERTAIN INFORMATION CONCERNING THE TURKEY EMERGENCY FLOOD  

AND EARTHqUAKE RECOVERY PROJECT  
(DATED DECEMBER 13, 2012)

[Note:  Because this appeal was filed by the requester in Turkish, this Note of Adjournment issued by the AI Appeals 
Board was translated into, and conveyed to the requester in, Turkish.]

on July 23, 2012, the secretariat to the access to information appeals Board received an application 
(“application”) appealing the Bank’s alleged decision to deny access to certain information concerning the 
turkey emergency flood and earthquake recovery Project.  The access to information appeals Board (“ai 
appeals Board”) convened in December 2012 to review the application in accordance with the World Bank 
Policy on access to information and issued the following note, dated December 13, 2012: 

NOTE OF ADJOURNMENT

the access to information Board has adjourned its consideration of the above appeal. We set out our reasons 
for doing so below, as there are some not insignificant procedural considerations that arise.

BACKGROUND

on october 19, 2011 the Bank received a public access request for certain information concerning the turkey 
emergency flood and earthquake recovery (tefer) Project. on october 20th the archives Unit provided a 
link to publicly available information regarding tefer. 

there then followed a period of several months in which the World Bank sought to identify and provide 
information in response to the request, with the requester making supplementary submissions which, in effect, 
served to illustrate or specify the nature of the information being sought. in particular the Bank officials in the 
turkey country management Unit (turkey cmU) met with the requester at the Bank’s ankara office and also 
instigated an extensive review of the project files held in turkey and the United states to identify information 
within the scope of the request. certain further information was provided at that meeting. 

on may 7, 2012, mr […], Lead operations officer formally replied to the requester on the turkey cmUs 
behalf, indicating which information had been provided and the extent of the search for additional information. 
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this determined that no other information was held, save for two documents which had been provided by the 
Borrower, both of which were being withheld under the terms of the ai Policy.

the requester’s appealed against this outcome and the appeal was heard by the access to information appeals 
committee on June 20 2012, which dismissed the appeal.  

on July 23 2012, the requester filed an appeal before the ai appeals Board. 

the Board convened on December 12, 2012 to consider the appeal. We have had access to all of the 
correspondence between the requester and World Bank officials including from the archives Unit, turkey 
cmU and the secretariat. We also spoke with [the Lead operations officer] by video link to clarify and confirm 
certain matters.

ACCESS TO INFORMATION BOARD DELIBERATION

in the view of the ai appeals Board the requester has appealed against the response to its request given by [the 
Lead operations officer] on may 7 in its entirety. the aic considered the appeal under both available grounds 
—‘violation of ai policy’ and ‘public interest’.

as indicated above the response raises two related but distinct matters which should be considered in the  
appeal process.

the first is whether the search for information is adequate and the extent to which it has identified information 
relevant to the request held by the World Bank. 

in this case, the final response to the requester, including the results of the further research of electronic and 
archived paper documents in the World Bank’s archives, was protracted (it took more than 6 months from  
when the first public access request was received on october 19, 2011 to final response on may 7, 2012 
from Bank’s turkey cmU). according to the ai Policy (para. 25), the World Bank endeavors to provide a 
comprehensive response to public access requests within 20 working days, recognizing that additional time may 
be needed for special circumstances, such as complex requests or requests that require consultation with internal 
or external parties.

the World Bank access to information annual report fY 2011 shows that 78 percent of the cases received 
comprehensive responses within 20 working days. the cases that required additional time to complete involved 
circumstances such as: requests revised by the requesters; complex and voluminous requests; requests that 
required extensive review, translations or consultations with internal and external parties; and cases held open 
until the requester could review the documents in person.

the ai appeals Board’s view is that the delay was due to a process of engaging with the requesters to better 
understand the information being sought and the nature of the search which was required to seek to satisfy the 
requests. in the course of exchanges with the requester it became clearer that the information sought was about 
investments broken down by specific location and in particular the Bartin municipality. the World Bank, and 
the turkey cmU in particular, made an extensive and purposeful search for information specifically sought by 
the requester. 
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By their appeal it can be said that the requester is challenging the World Bank’s assertion that it does not 
hold more information relevant to the request, and thereby that the World Bank is improperly with-holding 
information which it would normally disclose. 

this aspect of the response and, by extension, of the appeal, was addressed by the aic.

the second issue to be addressed concerns two reports provided by the Borrower which were found to “contain 
some limited information on investments in the municipalities, but there is no comprehensive breakdown of 
the investment financed under the Project by location.” in the letter of may 7 the turkey cmU concluded these 
documents are considered to be “deliberative and are therefore restricted from disclosure and the World Bank 
cannot release them unless the Borrower gives its written consent to disclose.”

the ai appeals Board has not seen the documents but we confirmed with [the Lead operations officer] that 
the two reports did fall within the scope of the request by the requester, notwithstanding the view that he held, 
namely that they would not “provide the answer” [to the requester]. 

We are satisfied that the appeal against the may 7 refusal constituted an appeal of the whole of the refusal, 
encompassing, therefore, the refusal to provide access to the two reports. However, although the aic’s written 
decision disposing of the appeal recorded the fact of the existence of the two reports in almost identical terms 
to the refusal letter, the aic did not address this in its decision or in its findings. 

instead, the aic held that the appeal should be dismissed not only because it failed to provide sufficient 
information which would reasonably support the appeal, but also because it did not fall within the aic’s review 
authority, since the subsequent request does not concern information in the World Bank’s possession.

AI APPEALS BOARD FINDINGS

We conclude, for the reasons set out earlier and in respect of anything other than the two reports, the World 
Bank made all reasonable efforts to locate any records of relevance to the requester, and none could be found. 

in that respect, we are inclined to uphold the decision of the aic and dismiss the appeal. 

However, the view of the ai appeals Board is that the aic should have addressed the issue of the two reports, 
since they properly fell within the scope of the requester’s request, and since the requester had been expressly 
refused access to the two reports pursuant to the provisions of the ati policy in the refusal letter of 7 may, and 
because the appeal of may 9 by the requester was expressly treated by the aic as an appeal against the whole 
of the refusal and on both possible grounds of appeal, namely a violation of the ai Policy and “public interest”. 

the turkey cmU made a discerning search for information relevant to the particular request and concluded 
that the two reports were within the scope of the information being sought. 

the question of whether or not they “provide the answer” to the requester is not germane. rather, the question 
is whether, being held, they should be disclosed under the ai Policy or whether one of its provisions exempts 
the records from disclosure. the aic did not appear to ask itself this question. 

it would be inappropriate for the ai appeals Board to do so in its stead, not least because the aic has a wider 
jurisdiction. (since the requester was in effect asserting a general public interest in knowing more details of 
the projects because of on-going concerns about the implementation, this is of great relevance to the current 
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case, since the aic has the authority to consider whether the public interest in disclosure should over-ride the 
exemption, whereas the ai appeals Board does not.)

in our view, the sensible and reasonable thing to do would be to remit the matter back to the aic, thereby 
inviting it to address the question. But it is unclear whether we have authority to do so, since both the ai Policy 
and its operating Procedures are silent on the point. We submit that a purposive interpretation of that silence 
would conclude that since the purpose of the ai Policy is in general to assist a broad range of the World Bank’s 
stakeholders to access information about the Bank’s operations and to help the Bank respond to that legitimate 
interest, it would not be unreasonable to infer an authority to remit a case back to the aic, with reasoning from 
the ai appeals Board. 

in the absence of such authority the ai appeals Board would be unable to address or remedy procedural flaws or 
omissions, the consequence of which could be significant if the only options available to the ai appeals Board 
were to uphold or reverse decisions of the ai committee. 

accordingly, we have decided to adjourn the case to permit the aic to consider these matters. if the aic is 
inclined to accept our view that cases can be remitted back to address procedural failings or omission, then we 
invite the aic to address the appeal regarding the two reports and the basis on which disclosure was refused by 
the turkish cmU.  (if the aic finds this course of action acceptable then it would be helpful for the operating 
Procedures to provide an express authority to remit, on such terms.) 

if the aic is not inclined to deal with the case as remitted then we will re-convene to reach a decision either to 
uphold the decision of the aic, or else to reverse it and order release of the two reports.

AIC SUPPLEMENTAL DECISION ON APPEAL #19  
CASE NUMBER AI1362: TURKEY EMERGENCY FLOOD AND EARTHqUAKE RECOVERY PROJECT 

(DATED JANUARY 28, 2013)

[Note:  This decision of the AIC is reflected in this Appendix “AI Appeals Board Decisions in FY 2013” because 
it responds to the matter set forth in the AI Appeals Board’s Note of Adjournment provided immediately above.  
Because the appeal was filed by the requester in Turkish, this AIC Supplemental Decision on Appeal was translated 
into, and conveyed to the requester in, Turkish.]

SUMMARY OF SUPPLEMENTAL DECISION

• following the decision of the access to information committee (“aic”) on appeal, the requester filed a 
subsequent appeal before the access to information appeals Board (“ai appeals Board”).

• in considering the appeal, the ai appeals Board found that the Bank possesses two documents that fall 
within the scope of the request, i.e., a Progress report and a completion report, and that the aic’s findings 
and decision on appeal did not address those two documents’ disclosability.  in view of such findings, the 
ai appeals Board decided to adjourn and requested the aic to consider whether the Progress report and 
the completion report should be disclosed or are restricted by one or more exception under the ai Policy.

• Under the ai Policy, the Bank does not provide access to documents that contain or refer to information 
that is on a list of exceptions.
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• in considering the issue posed by the ai appeals Board in accordance with the ai Policy, the aic concluded 
that:

(a) the Progress report is restricted by both the “information Provided by member countries or Third 
Parties in confidence” and the “Deliberative information” exceptions under the ai Policy; and

(b)  the completion report is restricted by the “Deliberative information” exception under the  
ai Policy.

• in the absence of an indication by the requester of under which ground(s) he/she wished to appeal before 
the aic, the aic considered the issue posed by the ai appeals Board on both grounds, i.e., “violation of 
the ai Policy” and “public interest”.

• With respect to the “violation of the ai Policy” ground, the aic concluded that the Bank’s decision to deny 
access to these two documents on the basis of the “Deliberative information” exception under the ai Policy 
did not violate the ai Policy.  for this reason, the aic upholds the Bank’s decision to deny public access to 
the Progress report and the completion report.

• With respect to the “public interest” ground, the aic: (a) found that because the Progress report is also 
restricted by the “information provided by member countries or Third Parties in confidence”, this 
portion of the appeal is not properly before the aic and, thus, is dismissed; and (b) found no compelling 
public interest reasons to override the “Deliberative information” exception of the ai Policy restricting the 
completion report and, thus, the aic upholds the Bank’s decision to deny public access to the completion 
report.

SUPPLEMENTAL DECISION

1. on July 20, 2012, the aic’s decision to dismiss the appeal under case no. ai1362-a was transmitted to 
the requester.

2. on July 23, 2012, the requester filed a subsequent appeal before the ai appeals Board.

3. on December 12, 2012, the ai appeals Board convened to consider the appeal under case no. ai1362-a.  
in considering the appeal, the ai appeals Board found that the Bank possesses two documents that fall within 
the scope of the request, i.e., (a) the Progress report no. 20 prepared by the Project’s implementation Unit 
(“Progress report”), and (b) the completion report of Project component B, dated november 2003, prepared 
by consultants Posch & Partners (“completion report”).  the ai appeals Board found that the aic’s findings 
and decision on appeal were silent with respect to the disclosability of the Progress report and the completion 
report.  in view of such findings, the ai appeals Board decided to adjourn and requested that an issue be 
posed back to the aic for consideration, i.e., whether the Progress report and the completion report should 
be disclosed or are restricted by one or more exception under the World Bank’s access to information Policy  
(“ai Policy”).

FINDINGS AND SUPPLEMENTAL DECISION OF THE ACCESS TO INFORMATION COMMITTEE

4. the aic considered the issued posed by the ai appeals Board on both grounds for appeal.  in reviewing 
the issue in accordance with the ai Policy, the aic considered:
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(a)  its original decision on the appeal;

(b)  the ai appeals Board note of adjournment, which sets out the issue posed to the aic for consideration; 

(c)  the additional information provided by the turkey country management Unit (“cmU”) regarding 
the Progress report and the completion report, including the views of the Government of turkey 
(“Got”) on the documents’ possible disclosure; 

(d)  the nature of the Progress report; and

(e)  the completion report.

“Violation of the ai Policy”

5. Pursuant to the ai Policy, a requester who is denied access to information by the Bank may file an appeal 
if the requester is able to establish a prima facie case that the Bank has violated the ai Policy by improperly or 
unreasonably restricting access to information that it would normally disclose under the ai Policy; only appeals 
alleging such violation of the ai Policy are considered by the ai appeals Board (see paragraphs 36 (a) and 38 of 
the ai Policy).  the ai Policy states that the Bank “does not provide access to documents that contain or refer 
to information listed in paragraphs 8-17” of the ai Policy, which set out the ai Policy’s list of exceptions that 
restrict access.

6. With respect to the Progress report, the aic recognized that it is owned by the Borrower and found that 
it is restricted by both the “information provided by member countries or third Parties in confidence” and 
the “Deliberative information” exceptions under the ai Policy (see paragraphs 14 and 16 (a) of the ai Policy).  
the aic based its finding that the Progress report is restricted by both ai Policy exceptions mentioned above 
both on the Got’s views conveyed to the Bank through the cmU and the ai Policy’s paragraph 16, footnote 
11, which provides, in relevant part, that:

[i]f a member country or a third party has not classified the information given to the Bank and, to the 
Bank’s knowledge, the member country or third party concerned has not made the information public, 
then such information is considered to be deliberative under paragraph 16 of this policy statement ….  
if the Bank believes that such information was given by the member country or third party (explicitly 
or implicitly) in confidence, the information is classified accordingly and restricted from disclosure 
pursuant to paragraph 14 of this policy statement.

7. furthermore, paragraph 14 of the ai Policy states, under the “information Provided by member countries 
or third Parties in confidence” exception, that the Bank “has an obligation to protect information that it 
receives in confidence.  thus the Bank does not provide access to information provided to it by a member 
country or a third party on the understanding of confidentiality, without express permission of that member 
country or third party.”  the aic found that the cmU has sought the Borrower’s consent to disclose the 
Progress report, and that the Borrower has not consented to disclose the Progress report.  While the aic found 
that the Bank did not assert that the “information Provided by member countries or third Parties” exception 
also restricted the Progress report, the omission was harmless, as the Progress report is covered by, and therefore 
would remain restricted under, the “Deliberative information” exception under the ai Policy.
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8. With respect to the completion report, which is owned by the Bank, the aic concluded that it is restricted 
by the “Deliberative information” exception under the ai Policy.  the aic also recognized that the harm of 
disclosure could justify the exercise of the Bank’s prerogative to restrict the completion report should it be 
considered eligible for disclosure.

9. Based on the above findings, and in response to the ai appeals Board inquiry on whether the documents 
in question should be disclosed or are restricted by one or more exception under the ai Policy, the aic 
concluded that (a) the Progress report is restricted by both the “information Provided by member countries 
or third Parties in confidence” and the “Deliberative information” exceptions under the ai Policy, and (b) the 
completion report is restricted by the “Deliberative information” exception under the ai Policy.  thus, the 
Bank’s decision to deny access to these two documents on the basis that they are restricted by the “Deliberative 
information” exception under the ai Policy did not violate the ai Policy.  for this reason, the aic upholds the 
Bank’s decision to deny public access to the Progress report and the completion report.

“Public interest”

10. Pursuant to the ai Policy, a requester may file an appeal on a “public interest” basis if the requester is able 
to make a public interest case to override certain ai Policy exceptions that restrict the information requested.  
Public interest appeals are limited to information restricted under the “corporate administrative matters,” 
“Deliberative information,” and “financial information” (other than banking and billing information) 
exceptions (see paragraph 36 (b) of the ai Policy).

11. With respect to the Progress report, based on the above findings, it is restricted by both the “information 
provided by member countries or third Parties in confidence” and the “Deliberative information” exceptions 
under the ai Policy (see paragraph 6 above).  as the ai Policy explains, the Bank “has an obligation to protect 
information that it receives in confidence.  thus the Bank does not provide access to information provided to 
it by a member country or a third party on the understanding of confidentiality, without express permission of 
that member country or third party” (see paragraph 7 above).  in view of this requirement, the ai Policy does 
not allow the restriction of information pursuant to the “information provided by member countries or third 
Parties in confidence” exception to be appealed on public interest grounds (see ai Policy at paragraph 36(b)).   
this portion of the appeal is, therefore, not properly before the aic.

12. With respect to the completion report, restricted by the “Deliberative information” exception under the 
ai Policy, the aic did not find compelling public interest reasons to override the “Deliberative information” 
exception of the ai Policy.

13. for these reasons, the aic decided: (a) to dismiss the public interest portion of the appeal concerning the 
Progress report, given that said portion of the appeal involves a matter that the aic does not have authority to 
consider; and (b) to uphold the Bank’s decision to deny public access to the completion report.

14. Under the ai Policy, the decision of the aic is final for appeals that assert a public interest case to override 
an ai Policy exception (see paragraph 37 of the ai Policy). 
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AI APPEALS BOARD DECISION  
CASE NO. AI1362: CERTAIN INFORMATION CONCERNING THE  TURKEY EMERGENCY FLOOD  

AND EARTHqUAKE RECOVERY PROJECT  
(DATED FEBRUARY 15, 2013)

[Note:  Because this appeal was filed in Turkish; this Decision issued by the AI Appeals Board was translated into, and 
conveyed to the requester in, Turkish.]

on July 23, 2012, the secretariat to the access to information appeals Board received an application 
(“application”) appealing the Bank’s alleged decision to deny access to certain information concerning the 
turkey emergency flood and earthquake recovery Project.  the access to information appeals Board 
(“ai appeals Board”) reviewed the application in accordance with the World Bank Policy on access to 
information and issued the following decision, dated february 15, 2013:

DECISION OF THE AI APPEALS BOARD

1. the ai appeals Board affirms the full decision of the ai committee. the reasons for our decision are set 
out below.

BACKGROUND

2. on october 19, 2011 the World Bank received a public access request for certain information concerning 
the turkey emergency flood and earthquake recovery (tefer) Project. on october 20th the archives Unit 
provided a link to publicly available information regarding tefer.

3. there then followed a period of several months in which the World Bank sought to identify and provide 
information in response to the request, with the requester making supplementary submissions which, in effect, 
served to illustrate or specify the nature of the information being sought. in particular the Bank officials in the 
turkey country management Unit (turkey cmU) met with the requester at the Bank’s ankara office and also 
instigated an extensive review of the project files held in turkey and the United states to identify information 
within the scope of the request. certain further information was provided to the requester.

4. on may 7 the Bank’s Lead operations officer formally replied to the requester on the turkey cmUs behalf, 
indicating which information had been provided and the extent of the search for additional information. this 
determined that no other information was held, save for two documents, both of which were being withheld 
under the terms of the access to information (ai) Policy.

5. the requester’s appealed against this outcome and the appeal was heard by the access to information 
appeals committee on June 20 2012.  in the absence of an indication by the requester of the ground(s) of the 
appeal the aic considered the appeal on both grounds i.e. violation of the ai policy and/or public interest.

6. the aic found that the Bank had conducted an extensive search of the records in its possession and did not 
locate information directly responsive to the requests for information made subsequent to the initial request. 
the aic therefore dismissed the application for appeal on the basis that as it did not involve information held 
in the Banks possession the Bank’s response did not constitute a denial to information held by it.

7. on July 23, 2012, the requester filed an appeal before the ai appeals Board.
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ADMISSION OF THE APPLICATION FOR APPEAL

8. the ai appeals Board first considered this application on December 13, 2012. following an adjournment, 
during which time the aic issued a supplemental decision, the ai appeals Board concluded its deliberations 
and came to a decision on 15 february.

9. the Board admitted the application for appeal on the following grounds:

- The application was filed before the aic and the ai appeals Board within 60 days and therefore was  
within time.

- although the grounds for appeal were stated in the most general terms, the basis for dissatisfaction was clear 
from the file on this case which contains sufficient information to reasonably support the appeal, providing 
at least a prima facie case that the World Bank has in some respect violated the Policy by improperly or 
unreasonably restricting access to information that it would normally disclose under the policy.

- The ai appeals Board has authority to consider an appeal if it follows an aic decision to uphold a World 
Bank decision to deny access on the basis that the denial did not violate the Policy.  in this case, on 20 
June 2012, the aic initially dismissed the application on the basis that the information sought was not in 
the Banks possession. subsequently the aic issued a supplemental decision in January 2013 in which it 
determined that two documents, which the ai [appeals] Board had remitted to it for specific consideration, 
had been denied without violation of the ai Policy.

AI APPEALS  BOARD DELIBERATIONS

10. in coming to its decision, the ai appeals Board has had access to all of the correspondence between the 
requester and World Bank officials including from the archives Unit, turkey cmU and the secretariat. 
members of the Board also spoke with the Lead operations officer in the turkey cmU by video link to clarify 
and confirm certain matters.

11. in the view of the ai appeals Board the substantive response given by the turkey cmU on behalf of the 
Bank on may 7 raises two related but distinct matters which should be considered in the appeal process. the first 
is whether the search for information was adequate and the extent to which it has identified information relevant 
to the request held by the World Bank. the second is, if any such information has been identified, whether it 
has been denied in violation of the ai Policy.

12. concerning the adequacy of the search for relevant information it is apparent that in the course of exchanges 
between the turkey cmU and the requester more specific supplementary information requests were made. in 
particular information was sought on investments broken down by specific location and especially for the Bartin 
municipality. a major part of the reason why it took more than 6 months from when the first public access 
request was received on october 19, 2011 to a final response on may 7, 2012 from the Bank’s turkey cmU was 
because of the efforts made to search for any information relevant to these requests held in electronic format and 
archived paper documents in turkey and in the archives in the United states.

13. By their appeal it can be said that the requester is challenging the Banks assertion that it does not hold 
more information relevant to the request, and thereby the Bank is denying access to information which it would 
normally disclose.
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14. the Board’s view is that the Bank and the turkey cmU in particular, made an extensive and purposeful 
search for information specifically sought by the requester. Where information relevant request was found it 
was provided to the requester (with the exception of two documents dealt with below.)

15. the withheld information referred to in paragraph 14 was in two documents, a Progress report and a 
completion report, contained some limited information on investments in the municipalities, but no 
comprehensive breakdown of the investment financed under the Project by location. in the response to the 
requester dated 7 may 2012, the turkey cmU concluded these documents are “deliberative and are therefore 
restricted from disclosure and the World Bank cannot release them unless the Borrower gives its written consent 
to disclose.”

16. the aic appears, in giving consideration to the application for appeal, not to have specifically addressed 
the basis on which access to these two documents was denied and whether this constituted a violation of the ai 
Policy. Had it done so it should also have considered whether the documents were capable of being disclosed in 
the public interest.

17. the ai Board therefore remitted the case back to the aic with a request that it address this omission by 
considering whether or not these two documents had been properly withheld and, if so, whether they could be 
disclosed on the grounds of public interest. 

18. the aic did so in January 2013 and issued a supplemental decision in which it found that the information 
had not been withheld in violation of the Bank’s policy as the following exceptions applied:

(a)  the Progress report was provided by the Borrower in confidence and is restricted by both the 
“information Provided by member countries or Third Parties in confidence” (ai Policy 
paragraph 14) and the “Deliberative information” (ai policy paragraph 16) exceptions under the  
ai Policy; and

(b)  (b) the completion report is restricted by the “Deliberative information” exception under the  
ai Policy. 

19. the Board notes the confirmation that the Progress report was provided to the Bank by the Government 
of turkey, which has explicitly withheld consent to its disclosure. 

20. the aic then considered whether there were grounds to override these exceptions which would permit 
disclosure in the public interest.  

21. on the basis that the Bank’s policy (ai Policy at paragraph 36(b)) does not permit information which is 
restricted by the exception for “information Provided by member countries or third Parties in confidence” to 
be overridden on public interest grounds, the aic found that there were no public interest grounds for appeal 
against the withholding of the Progress report. 

22. With respect to the completion report, restricted by the “Deliberative information” exception under the 
ai Policy, the aic did not find compelling public interest reasons to override the “Deliberative information” 
exception of the ai Policy.

23. it should be noted that under the Bank[’]s Policy the final determination as to whether the discretion to 
disclose information in the public interest should be used in any case is a matter for the aic. refusal to make 
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such disclosure is not a ground for appeal to the ai appeals Board which “does not consider appeals concerning 
requests to override the Policy’s exceptions.” (see ai Policy at paragraph 38)

AI APPEALS  BOARD FINDINGS

24. the ai appeals Board concludes that there is no basis to find that the Bank has failed to recover and disclose 
other relevant information in its possession. consequently there has been no violation of the ai Policy in  
this regard. 

25. the ai appeals Board finds the exceptions identified by the aic did apply to the Progress report and 
the completion report, and accordingly must find that the Bank has not violated its Policy and uphold the  
aic’s decision. 

26. the ai appeals Board’s decision is final.

Appeal #2 

AI APPEALS BOARD DECISION 
CASE NO. AI1473 IMPLEMENTATION STATUS AND RESULTS REPORTS OF THE INDIA:  

MUMBAI URBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT PREPARED BETWEEN 2005 AND 2010  
(DATED DECEMBER 13, 2012)

on July 23, 2012, the secretariat to the access to information appeals Board received an application 
(“application”) appealing the Bank’s alleged decision to deny access to certain information concerning the 
turkey emergency flood and earthquake recovery Project.  The access to information appeals Board (“ai 
appeals Board”) convened in December 2012 to review the application in accordance with the World Bank 
Policy on access to information and issued the following note, dated December 13, 2012: 

DECISION OF THE AI APPEALS BOARD

1. the ai appeals Board affirms the decision of the ai committee in its entirety. the reasons for our decision 
are set out below.

BACKGROUND

2. on november 29, 2011, the Bank received a public access request for all (english) implementation status 
and results reports of the india: mumbai Urban transport Project (iD P050668) prepared between 2005 and 
2010 (“the project”).

3. implementation status and results reports (isrs) are, as their name suggests, important documents within 
the Bank’s general project operating procedures, as they contain information and analysis relating to the progress 
of a particular project.

4. shortly after the request for information was received, the archives Unit approached the relevant business 
unit to assist in locating any documents that would fall within the scope of the request and eleven isrs for the 
period sought (2005-10) were duly identified.
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5. the eleven isrs were then filed as covered by the “Deliberative information” exemption contained within 
paragraph 16 of the Bank’s Policy on access to information (ai Policy).

6. the acting country director was invited to comment on whether this exemption, or any other, was 
applicable. it was acknowledged that the requested isrs pertained to a closed project and could therefore be 
subject to the Bank’s prerogative to release documents covered by the deliberative information exemption where 
the benefits of such disclosure outweighed the potential harm that would be caused (paragraph 18 of the ai 
Policy). However, the acting country director’s view was that given “the deliberative and sensitive nature of these 
documents prepared for the Bank’s internal use, we would recommend declassifying these isrs only after the 
due date of 20 years”.

7. on february 22, 2012, the access to information committee (aic) considered the question of whether 
the prerogative should be applied and concluded that it should not. the requester was informed that the request 
for information had been denied.

8. on march 21, 2012, the requester challenged the decision on the basis that the isrs “are not covered by 
the Deliberative information section” and that, therefore, the denial was a violation of the ai Policy.

9. on april 18, 2012, the aic considered the appeal and found that the isrs were prepared to facilitate the 
Bank’s own internal deliberations during the implementation of the project and were, therefore, covered by the 
Deliberative information exemption. on that basis the aic found that the Bank’s decision to deny access on 
that basis did not violate the ai Policy and the Banks decision to deny public access to the isrs was upheld. 
this decision was transmitted to the requester on may 24, 2012.

10. on July 23, 2012, the requester filed an application for appeal to the ai appeals Board, which sat on 
December 13, 2012, to consider it.

ADMISSION OF THE APPEAL

11. the ai appeals Board admitted the application for appeal on the following grounds:

- in time: the application was filed before the aic and the ai appeals Board within 60 days. (for the 
avoidance of doubt the ai appeals Board regards an application made on the 60th calendar day, taken from 
the day after notification of aic decision, as being timely.)

- a prima facie case that the World Bank has violated the Policy by improperly or unreasonably restricting 
access to information that it would normally disclose under the policy has been established.

- authority: The ai appeals Board has authority to consider the appeal as it follows an aic decision to 
uphold a World Bank decision to deny access on the basis that the denial did not violate the Policy.

ALL BOARD DELIBERATIONS

12. the stated purpose of the Deliberative information exemption set out in Paragraph 16 of the ai Policy is to 
permit the Bank “space to consider and debate issues away from public scrutiny”, and “to preserve the integrity 
of its deliberative processes by facilitating and safeguarding the free and candid exchange of ideas.”  the Policy 
states that as a result the Bank “does not provide access to information prepared for, or exchanged during the 
course of its own internal deliberations.”
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13. furthermore, the ai committee, which has the authority (under paragraph 35 of the Policy) to interpret 
the Bank’s Policy in line with its guiding principles, has made it clear that “the term ‘Deliberative information’ 
under the ai policy is applied broadly to include any internal communications and communications with 
external parties.” (AI Policy Interpretation issued on March 13, 2011)

14.  consequently the ai appeals Board must determine whether the isrs constitute “Deliberative information” 
in coming to a view whether the Bank has violated its Policy on access to information.

15. these isrs concerned a project which had been subject to major project restructuring, an inspection Panel 
review, the suspension of funds at one time, and repeated extensions. We have had access to the content of isrs.  
they comprise of information which may be regarded as factual or objective evaluations, and other information 
which may be regarded as more subjective such as expressing a candid opinion or offering a view on options.

16. taken as a whole we accept that the isrs in question constitute Deliberative information that falls within 
the wide ambit of paragraph 16 of the Policy.

17. We note that the Bank has decided that in the case of isrs prepared after the coming into effect of the ai 
Policy in 2010, such future documents will distinguish between deliberative and non-deliberative information, 
contained within them, in a way that the isrs that are the subject of the current case did not.

18. in that respect these eleven isrs may contain information of a type which, in equivalent documents drawn 
up post—2010 could be capable of being separated between deliberative and non-deliberative information.  
However, as constituted they are undifferentiated and under the ai Policy and its interpretation by the aic, 
remain to be regarded as Deliberative information.

ALL APPEALS BOARD FINDINGS

19. accordingly, we must find that the Bank has not violated its Policy and so uphold the aic’s decision. the 
ai appeals Board’s decision is final.
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aPPenDiX G.  access to information committee

The access to information committee (ai committee) was established pursuant to the ai Policy.  The ai committee 
serves as the internal body that: (a) broadly oversees the ai Policy implementation; (b) is authorized to interpret 
the ai Policy; (c) makes decisions concerning whether to exercise the World Bank’s prerogative to disclose certain 
information that is on the list of ai Policy exceptions (i.e., restricted information); and (d) considers appeals filed 
against the World Bank’s decisions to deny access to information.  The ai committee is supported in its work 
by a secretariat (see appendix i).  The ai committee consists of seven principal members and their alternates, 
representing the operations Policy and country services Vice Presidency (oPcs), external and corporate relations 
Vice Presidency (ecr), Legal Vice Presidency (LeG), corporate secretary Vice Presidency (sec), General services 
Department (GsD), information technology and solutions Vice Presidency (its) and one region.  in fY 2013, the 
regional representation was held by the europe and central asia regional Vice Presidency (eca).

Members

Paul Bermingham
Director
operational risk management
oPcs

ai committee chair, July 2010 – June 2013  

Gerard Byam
Director,
operational services and Quality,
eca

Principal member, July 2012 – february 2013  

Hassane cisse
Deputy General counsel, 
Knowledge and research,
LeG 

Principal member, since July 2010

Bryan cook
Division manager,
corporate Procurement,
GsD 

Principal member, since september 2012
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Members

sumir Lal
manager, 
operational communications,
ecr 

Principal member, since July 2011
alternate member, July 2010 – June 2011

elisa Liberatori-Prati
chief archivist, 
Knowledge and information 
services,
its

Principal member, since July 2010

elisabetta marmolo
manager, 
corporate affairs and 
administration,
sec

Principal member, since may 2012
alternate member, July 2010 – april 2012

Laura tuck
Director,
strategy and operations,
eca

Principal member, february – June 2013

Vivek chaudhry
Division manager,
strategy and finance,
GsD

alternate member, since may 2012

Barbara Geiser
senior operations officer,
Policy and operations,
sec

alternate member, since may 2012
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Members

andrew Kircher
communications advisor,
office of external affairs,
eca 

alternate member, July 2012 – June 2013

Barbara Lee
manager, 
office of the Vice President,
oPcs

alternate member, february 2011 – february 
2013

edward strudwicke
information officer, 
Knowledge and information 
services,
its

alternate member, since July 2010

anthony toft
Deputy General counsel,
operations,
LeG

alternate member, since november 2011

Jill Wilkins
manager,
Global engagement,
ecr 

alternate member, since December 2011
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appendix H. access to information appeals Board

as part of the ai Policy, the World Bank established a three-member, impartial access to information appeals 
Board (ai appeals Board).  The ai appeals Board serves as the body that considers second level appeals that 
allege the World Bank has unreasonably or improperly denied access to information that it would normally 
disclose under the ai Policy.  The ai appeals Board is supported in its work by a secretariat within the World 
Bank (see appendix i).  The ai appeals Board consists of three outside experts selected by the World Bank 
President and endorsed by the World Bank’s executive Directors.  The ai appeals Board members began their 
two-year appointments in october 2012.

Members

richard calland mr. calland is an associate Professor of 
Public Law, and the Director of Democratic 
Governance and rights Unit, faculty of Law, at 
the University of cape town. 

Kevin Harry Dunion mr. Dunion is the Director of the centre for 
freedom of information, at the University of 
Dundee, school of Law. 

ramojus Kraujelis mr. Kraujelis is the chief archivist of Lithuania.
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appendix i. information Policy, operations Policy Practice Group, 
 Legal Vice Presidency

With the effectiveness of the ai Policy, the information Policy team was created in LeG to serve as the anchor 
for the ai Policy.  The information Policy team, which is part of the operational Policy Practice Group, LeG, 
also advises staff on all ai Policy related matters, and is responsible for monitoring and reporting on World 
Bank-wide implementation of the ai Policy.  it also serves as the secretariat to the ai committee and the  
ai appeals Board.

Staff

Lisa Lui
Lead counsel

maria Dakolias
Lead counsel

Patricia miranda
senior counsel

Davinia Levy molner
Legal intern

Karen Jones
senior Program assistant
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